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as if the evil beast has been beaten. 

IGESP: Finding Solutions for 
the Earth's Problems ,.... 32 
With green awareness on the rise , 
graduates of the Interfaculty Graduate 
Environmental Sciences Program (IGESP) 
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ground on up. 

Is AUB Green? ,.... 35 
A breakdown of what the University is 
doing to meet the challenges of global 
warming, energy conservation, waste 
management, and recycling in its own 
backyard. 
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Dear Alumni and Friends, 

In February 2008, 500 children from across Beirut attended a screening of An Inconvenient Truth, a documentary film 
on global warming starring environmentalist, Nobel Peace Prize winner, and former US Vice President AI Gore. The 
Lebanese Center for Energy Conservation Project (LCECP) organized the film screening, which was covered by The 
Daily Star, as part of the Energy Efficiency School Promotion Campaign. It was encouraging to see that Lebanese chil
dren are learning about environmental issues at an early age. Everywhere you turn in Beirut, the region , and increasingly, 
the world, green initiatives are sprouting up. We thought it was time that MainGate take stock of what's happening with 
the environment in Lebanon , and evaluate AUB's role as a consumer, educator, and advocate for environmental issues. 
We found that graduates from AUB's Interfaculty Graduate Environmental Sciences Program (IGESP) are heading 
straight into the not-so-green world to make a difference. Professors from just about every faculty are examining the air 
we breathe, the water we drink, the land we cultivate, and the bugs that are eating our trees. And while it's true that we 
don't yet know the full extent of the environmental damage caused by the July 2006 war, AUB professors are able to 
provide an initial assessment based on two years of research (see "It's War on the Environment"). 

So-is AUB green? Well, we recycle. We're cutting waste. We're constructing environmentally sensitive buildings. 
We have a beautifully landscaped campus that prioritizes native, low maintenance plants. We've even experimented with 
an electric truck that does its best to make it up the steep slope of middle campus. Now it is up to each of us to learn 
about our environment and do our part to keep it safe and clean. Just start somewhere. 

As always, thanks for your ideas and letters, and stay in touch. 

Ada H. Porter and Ibrahim Khoury 

Coeditors, MainGate 

maingate@aub.edu.lb 

Wliy recycle? 
A plastic bag takes 10-20 years 
to break down in a landfill. Get 

ingbag. 

The little yellow machine ... AUB's first electric truck 



Fall2007, Vol. VI, No. 1, 
"Aren't You Dr. Slade?" 
Your interview with my former col

league and good friend Landry Slade 

struck a responsive chord. Although 

my time at AUB was shorter (1964-76) 

and my service to the University 

comes nowhere near to his, I have 

very similar feelings and experiences. 

My wife and I came to AUB from 

Berkeley, another beautiful campus 

that was neither as spectacular nor 

as tranquil as AUB's. My experience 

with AUB students exactly matches 

t o t h e 

"Architecture Matters" 
Your last issue on "Architecture 

Matters" was excellent. I would like to 

add to the list of those who excelled 

in architecture the name of Kamil 

lliyya Matar (BArch '82). Kamil was 

a big inspiration to those who knew 

him and he is a wonderful example 

of perseverance and excellence for all 

of us. In his early twenties and while 

studying at AUB, he was diagnosed 

with a life threatening degenerative 

muscular disease which gradually 

affected his level of activity. In spite 

his. They were poorly prepared in of his health status, he wanted to 

experimental science but extremely 

talented and motivated, so much 

so that I sometimes felt like the 

rooster who believes he causes the 

sun to rise. It seemed clear that 

these students were going to suc

ceed and excel regardless of who 

taught them. Nevertheless, I, too, 

immensely enjoyed teaching at AUB, 

largely because the students were 

so receptive and appreciative. Like 

Dr. Slade, I don't keep in touch with 

former students on a regular basis, as 

time and distance make that difficult. 

Nevertheless, I often receive pleasant 

surprises. A number of years ago, 

in a restaurant in Albuquerque, New 

Mexico, a man came up to me and 

said, "Are you the Dr. Olmsted who 

taught at AUB?" He was a successful 

doctor who had taken introductory 

chemistry from me. When my wife 

and I moved to Pittsburgh about a 

year ago, we discovered a substantial 

community of AUB-trained doctors, 

some of whom I taught some 40 

years ago. 

John Olmsted 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

jolmsted@fullerton .edu 

earn his degree and continue his life 

as normally as possible. Because 

he wasn't able to use the stairs, he 

was allowed to use an office on the 

main floor of the Architecture Building 

where he managed to complete his 

student projects. At graduation, he 

was using a cane. 

After graduation, he worked in 

an engineering firm where he was 

the mastermind of many architectural 

projects, including the ABC Debayyeh, 

ABC Achrafieh, and Building 707 

Verdun. He eventually lost the ability to 

walk and started using a wheelchair. 

Amazingly though, he continued to 

drive his car on his daily commute. 

Eventually, he lost his ability to use his 

hands, but this didn't keep him from 

using the mouse and the computer to 

do his designs! He was also a talented 

painter. He kept on working until his 

last days of life. He passed away in 

2002, but his work is still alive and a 

witness to the perseverance of this 

inspirational person. I am compelled to 

tell you the story of Kamil by my loving 

memory of this wonderful person. 

Gladys Honein (BScN '84, MPH '92) 

Toronto, Ontario 

Letters 
editors 

"A Modern Marvel on the 
Green Oval" 
Regarding the design (for the Green Oval) 

submitted by the renowned architect 

Zaha Hadid-for whom we have great 

respect, we feel that the design, although 

very original and functional, is not com

patible with the existing buildings. We 

are sure that Zaha Hadid can produce 

a design that is unique and still blend in 

with the existing AUB architecture. 

Jihad Shibaru (BA '73) and 

Diana Khatib Shibaru (BA '75) 

Beirut, Lebanon 

Knowing the Green Oval and having lived 

and experienced the space for five years, 

the design proposal touched me in a 

negative manner and my first reaction 

was: how obtrusive! I am personally very 

much impressed by the architect's pur

suit of new organic dynamic structures. 

However I do think that, in this context, 

an underground facility with light captured 

from the top would have benefited from 

the possibility of a larger footprint, giving 

space for future expansion to other facul

ties as well as being less obtrusive and 

more in context with its surroundings. 

Samar Hamdan (BArch '88) 

Crown Engineering Consultancy Bureau LLC 

Abu Dhabi 

Summer 2007, Vol. V, No.4 
"Rx for Success" 
I really enjoyed reading your article on 

medical firsts in your summer edition, 

and then reading some of the reactions 

to the memories that it evoked. As 

someone who was born at the old AUH 

and who grew up on the AUB campus 

and saw the new AUBMC being built, · 

I felt nostalgic when I read about the 

accomplishments of the many distin

guished individuals who are mentioned 
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in your article, many of whom were 

colleagues, friends, and students of my 

dad, Gregoire A Dragatsi (MD '30). 

Farid S. Haddad (BA '41 , MD '48) Lebanese, and the friendship of so 

Rancho Palos Verdes, California many people of the Middle East. 

So this is just a letter to say how 
Alexander G. Dragatsi (BA '83; MPH '85) 

Waterville, Maine 

Many years have passed since the much AUB has meant to me over the 

Dr. Sami I. Haddad performed the 

wonderful experience I had as dean of 

women at the American University of 

Beirut from 1960-69. Those nine years 
first cystoscopy in August 1923, not enriched my life. 

in the mid-1930s. He was given the 

privilege of doing post-graduate work 

in the United States as one of the 

first Rockefeller Fellows. He took up 

urology at Johns Hopkins University, 

Baltimore (1921-22), with the famous 

urologist H. H. Young. On his way back 

to Beirut, he stopped in Vienna and 

purchased several Leitz cystoscopes 

among other urological equipment. 

They were more like jewels than any

thing else. I inherited them from him, 

kept them in running condition, and 

used them frequently until they were 

stolen from the Orient Hospital during 

the Lebanese civil war. A few days after 

they disappeared, I received a call from 

a notorious physician in Nabatiyyeh 

asking me if I would like to buy a few 

cystoscopes, which were still in their 

After my return to the United States 

I served in a variety of administrative posi

tions at Western Washington University 

and retired in 1990. Retirement has 

given me time to travel the world, 

including several return trips to Lebanon 

and the Middle East. 

In reflecting on my years at AUB, 

I think often of the delightful women 

students who came from sixty differ

ent nations and who projected much 

energy and promise for the future. The 

names keep coming back: Afifa Dirani, 

Zeinab Abu-Yafi, Huda Osseiran, Ezzah 

Muhtadi, Rima Halazun, Jehan Helow, 

and Amal Shamma from Lebanon; Leila 

Badr (now director of the AUB Museum) 

and Serpouhy Simani of Syria; Suad 

Jawad from Iraq; Qaisar Sultana of 

Pakistan; Magda Mabruk, Iran; Zubeida 

years . 

Shukran! 

Mary Robinson 

Bellingham, Washington 

Thank you for a beautiful journal that 

keeps our memories alive and keeps 

us updated on our dear Alma Mater. 

When queried by friends here about 

our apparent attachment to AUB, we 

say: It was there in the halls and alleys 

of a stalwart institution and a gorgeous 

campus that the values we had inher

ited in our homes became ingrained in 

our minds and our behavior. It was there 

that we were given the tools that helped 

us survive in a world that was breaking 

up all around us. It was there that we 

met. loved, and lived. It was also there 

that, with friends, we fantasized about 

freeing our countries and then magically 

uniting them. 

It is a pity that the same could 

not be offered to our children and 
original wooden boxes; he had bought Marmani, South Africa; Bernadette grandchildren. 
them for a few pounds, and when he Shakashiri, Kenya; Hanan Mikhail 
saw my name on the boxes, he decided Ashrawi and Vickie Khoury of Palestine. 
to try to sell them to me. I was angered 

by this unprofessional approach, and 

remembered the following story about 

the use of the cystoscopes. A few 

months before, a graduate from the 

British Institute of Urology had tried 

to use them to catheterize the ureter 

of his patient, but failed (they are 

very delicate instruments); I took over 

from him and catheterized the ureter. 

Remembering all this, I answered the 

rogue physician from Nabatiyyeh that 

if he knew how to use them he could 

keep them with my blessing! 

Ma1nGate Spring 2008 

I could continue to recall other names of 

students who graced my life. 

Staff and faculty also influenced 

me and assisted me in my work-Mary 

Mansour Halabi, Mary Abu Daher, the 

late Michel Shamma, Rose La Sorte 

Rich (first women's physical educa

tion instructor), Farid Fuleihan, Minnie 

Katibeh, and the late Levon Melikian. 

Who can forget the late Trustee Peggy 

Smith who contributed so much to the 

Women's Education Committee? AUB 

gave me the opportunity to experience 

other cultures, the hospitality of the 

Elias S. Srouji (MD '44) 

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
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Beirut 
He may not be an AUBite, but 
the University's newly elected 
15th president, Peter F. Dorman, 
was born at the AUB Hospital, 
grew up on Bliss Street, and his 
Aunt Belle (who will turn 100 
this year!) knew Daniel Bliss. 
We won't see him on campus 
until the fall, but here's a quick 
introduction. 



The ram-headed potter god, Khnum, at work 

Inside the Gate 
views from c ampu s 

You might say that your connection to Beirut dates 

back to before you were born. 

It 's true-1 was born in Beirut, at what is now AUBMC. My 

father worked for the Presbyterian Mission in Lebanon at the 

time, so my four siblings and I al l grew up there and went to 

the American Community School (ACS). At first , we lived on 

Bliss Street itself in the old Dorman House, which was torn 

down in the 1950s and replaced by a movie theater and a 

memorable shawarma restaurant called Sheikh Salim and 

Cousin. One of my earliest memories was jumping over the 

campus terraces with Randy Wilson, the son of John Wilson, 

who was dean of the Faculty of Medicine in the 1950s and 

1960s. Randy was one of my very best friends back then, 

and climbing the banyan tree outside the Observatory was 

a favorite activity. 

My Aunt Belle clearly remembers Daniel Bliss, her 

great-grandfather, who died when she was just eight years 

old. She chiefly recalls him as an imposing older gentleman 

with shock-white hair, whose presence was as impressive 

as the profile of his prominent nose. And my father, Harry 

Dorman, often told us stories of how difficult life was during 

World War I, when there was a terrible shortage of food . At 

one point during the famine, orange circles of all sizes began 

to appear on the plaster walls around the AUB campus 

and in Hamra. People were taking oranges and just barely 

scraping off the bitter orange peel on the rough wall, in order 

not to waste any of the white pith, then eating the whole fruit, 

rind and all. 

But when you grew up, you abandoned the 

Phoenicians for the ancient Egyptians. 

As we were growing up, my fami ly did a good bit of traveling 

around Lebanon and in the Middle East, and I'm sure that's 

where my interest in Egyptology began. I had always been 

vaguely interested in Egypt and in ancient history, perhaps 

not in the passionate way that many people develop when 

they're in the fifth or sixth grades-gold and mummies and 

all the rest of it. But with my degree in anthropology from 

Amherst College in hand, I applied to the graduate school 

at the University of Chicago in Egyptology. The program 

there happened to click with me. It's heavily philological 

and historically oriented in a fundamental way, and I fell in 

love with it. 
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When did you return to the Middle East? 

After I left graduate school, I held a job for ten years at the 

Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York in the Egyptian 

Art Department, and after that I returned to the University 

of Chicago to serve as director of the Epigraphic Survey, 

which is a long running expedition of Chicago's Oriental 

Institute in Luxor dedicated to the precise documentation 

of the reliefs and inscriptions on temple walls. During 

my time as director of the survey, our fami ly spent many 

months in Egypt every winter. That position also entailed an 

academic appointment at the University of Chicago, and in 

1998 I went back to teach at Chicago full time. 

What's your niche, and will you be teaching at AUB? 

My specialty is essentially New Kingdom history and 

language, roughly the period of the Egyptian Empire between 

1 ,500 and 1 ,000 B.C. My particular interest is exploring the 

interconnections between language, image, and material 

culture and the ways in which these aspects of Egyptian 

civilization are so intimately related. Because the hieroglyphic 

writing system is itself pictorial, the Egyptians took special 

delight in manipulating the relationship between image 

disk just before sunrise. These associations illustrate the 

ease with which Egyptians combined , and recombined, 

text and image to create visual puns and to conceptualize 

religious truths. 

How did the current political situation in Lebanon 

influence your decision to move from Chicago, 

Illinois, to Beirut? 

My wife, Kathy, and I spent three months in Beirut in the 

spring of 2006 just before the July war, when I was offered 

a visiting position at the Center for Arab and Middle Eastern 

Studies (GAMES) . It was the ideal time to be resident 

at AUB, and it's that experience that reassures us that, 

although the political situation is not especially stable or 

predictable in the near term, we don 't feel personally that 

we're going to be at risk. We're also aware that Lebanon 

has gone through difficult times before, and are looking 

forward , very much, to getting back to Beirut. 

How do you think the new wave of American-style 

educational institutions and US branch campuses in 

the Middle East will impact AUB? 

and text: there is often a wonderful interplay between It's enormously gratifying to see the demand for cooperative 

representations on a temple wall and what is ostensibly an 

accompanying inscription. I would love to teach at AUB, but 

I suspect my hands are going to be full for a couple of years. 

Before the Civil War, AUB had an outstanding Egyptologist 

on the faculty, William Ward, who was highly regarded in the 

field . Eventually I hope I can revive the interest in Egyptology 

that he represented so prominently and so ably for a good 

number of years. 

Do you have a favorite hieroglyph? 

That's a bit like asking what your favorite letter of the 

alphabet is, but I've become especially enamored of one 

hieroglyphic sign that depicts the ram-headed potter god, 

Khnum , at work at his potter's wheel. The sign basically 

originated as the verb "to mold a pot," but since Khnum 

was regarded as the deity who actively molded the flesh of 

humankind at birth , the hieroglyph can also stand for the 

verb, "to fashion , create" in the very broadest sense. The 

sign of the potter's wheel was then adapted to signify the 

creative energies of the solar god, who was shown on the 

ceilings of royal tombs as a divine potter in the last hour of 

night, refashioning himself on the wheel as the infant sun 
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academic programs in the Gulf that stress an American

style education. A number of the programs that are being 

set up in the Gulf are quite directed in terms of their 

educational goals, while others are aimed at a more general 

liberal-arts approach. AUB's great distinction is not only its 

world-class medical school and professional schools, but 

its broad-based humanistic and social sciences faculties , a 

combination that is not offered elsewhere in the region, to 

my knowledge. 

To my mind, the overriding importance of AUB and 

other American educational institutions in the Middle East 

is that collectively they represent the very best of what 

the United States has to offer - freedom of thought and 

discourse, and the opportunity to train young minds to 

pursue productive and rewarding careers-at a time when 

the American image overseas has regrettably suffered so 

much in recent years. 

With so many changes on campus in so many areas, 

where do you start? 

Following a highly successful fundraising campaign, AUB's 

long-range Campus Master Plan looks ahead for a number 



of years to the completion of new constructions and to 

the renovation of older facilities across campus, which 

will make a huge difference to teaching and research. I 

am particularly keen to learn more about the interaction 

between faculty and students at AUB and the ways in 

which we can move forward to enhance the diverse 

intellectual community already so vibrant on campus, in 

terms of expanding research opportunities and enriching 

degree programs. The dialogue between students and 

their faculty mentors is the essential part of the life of any 

great educational institution. 

Any words for our alumni? 

I view the alumni of AUB-one of the most dedicated 

and loyal alumni groups of any university I know-as one 

of its extraordinary assets, one of its great treasures. So 

many AUB graduates have gone on to important positions 

in the diplomatic and business worlds, in academia and 

elsewhere, that they serve as effective ambassadors of 

their alma mater and constitute an irreplaceable asset for 

helping to build the University's future. I look forward to 

meeting them. 

And just to confirm the rumors, could you run 

through your family tree for us? 

Daniel Bliss is my great-great grandfather. His eldest 

daughter, Mary Bliss, was married to a school teacher, 

Gerald FitzGerald Dale, who came to Beirut and then 

traveled with her to Zahleh to teach. He and two of their 

three daughters were lost in the cholera epidemic, so Mary 

moved back to Beirut as a widow with her one surviving 

daughter, also named Mary, and she organized, along 

with Jane Elizabeth Van Zandt, AUB's School of Nursing. 

Her daughter, Mary Dale, married my grandfather Harry 

Dorman, a doctor who came out to Beirut to work at the 

AUB Hospital and who became the first dean of the Faculty 

of Medicine in the 1920s. So my father's generation all grew 

up in Beirut and my father ultimately became a missionary in 

Lebanon . It all seems to come home in this rather round

about way. 

-AHP 



vi e ws fr om camp us 

PresidentsofAUB 
Daniel Bliss (1866-1902) 
Missionary, educator, founder, first and 

longest serving president of Syrian 

Protestant College (now AUB), Bliss 

was born in the village of Georgia, 

Vermont. Graduated from Amherst 

College and ordained there in 1855. 

He wanted the University to serve "all conditions and 

classes of men without regard to color, nationality, race, or 

religion." 

Howard S. Bliss (1902-20) 
Son of Daniel Bliss. Kept the college 

open throughout World War I under 

Ottoman rulers. Born in Souk 

ei-Gharb; elementary schooling in 

Lebanon, and high school and college 

in the United States. Graduated from 

Amherst and Union Theological Seminary. Died in office in 

1920. 

Bayard Dodge (1923-48) 
Born in New York, son of William 

Dodge, who helped Daniel Bliss (who 

would become his father-in-law) recruit 

the first trustees. BA, Princeton Univer

sity; MA, Columbia University; DD Union 

Theological Seminary. First director of 

West Hall in 1913. He held the University together throughout 

World War II, frequently making anonymous financial dona

tions. His credo: "Trust in God, and do what's right." 

Stephen Penrose (1948-54) 
Native of Washington State; BA, 

J. Paul Leonard (1957-61) 
Inaugurated president one year 

before troubles of 1958. Born in Mis

souri, received numerous rewards for 

dedication to education. BA, Drury 

College, Missouri; MA, Columbia. 

Oversaw end of compulsory chapel 

services in 1958 and realized goal of housing women on 

campus with opening of Murex and Jewett Dormitories in 

1960. 

Norman Burns (1961-65) 
Born in Ohio; taught economics for 

three years at AUB before assuming 

presidency. BS, political science, 

Wittenberg College; MA, international 

relations, Yale University. Prominent 

figure in international relations (Johns 

Hopkins lecturer, Foreign Service Institute, Jordan Mission); 

focused on AUB's leadership among regional universities, 

service to the needs of the area, and blending liberal arts 

and professional school education. 

Samuel Kirkwood (1965-76) 
MD, Harvard. Internships and residen

cies, Boston City and Boston Lying-in 

Hospitals; assistant professor, Harvard 

Medical School. Commissioner of 

Massachusetts Public Health; USAID 

work in Pakistan and Iran. Dean AUB Faculty of Medicine, 

1962. Kept University open despite student strikes and dis

turbances, Arab-Israeli wars, and beginning of the Lebanese 

Civil War. 

Whitman College before teaching Harold Hoelscher (1977-81) 
physics (1928-31) at AUB. PhD, BS, Princeton; MA, PhD, Washington 

philosophy, Columbia, before returning University, Missouri. Dean, School of 

to Beirut and becoming president, Engineering, University of Pittsburgh, 

1948-another difficult war year. and Director, Space Research 

Wrote important history of AUB: That Coordination Center. Numerous 

They May Have Life. "This institution was dedicated to the consultancies and other posts in 

making of men." Died in his sleep in 1954 after working on Asia with educational organizations and industry. The Off 

new constitution for the University. Campus Program was established during his term. 
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"We cannot be political. We 
have to continue to do our 
business, which is educating 
people." 

Calvin Plimpton (1984-87) 

Malcolm Kerr (1982-84) 
Second president born in Lebanon; 

assassinated outside his College Hall 

office January 18, 1984. BA, political 

science, Princeton; MA, Arab stud

ies, AUB; PhD, international relations, 

Johns Hopkins. Assistant Profes-

sor, AUB, PSPA, 1959-61. UCLA, 

Professor, political studies, 1962-82. Founding member 

and president of MESA. Director, Center for Near Eastern 

Studies, AUG. 

Calvin Plimpton (1984-87) 
President during one of the "toughest 

periods in Lebanese history." Born 

Boston. BA, Amherst; MD, Harvard. 

President, Amherst College, 1960-71 

and Downstate Medical Center, 

1971-78. National Institutes of Health, 

1983-84. AUB Board ofTrustees, 

1960-82, chair 1965-72, 1975-82; trustee emeritus. 

Frederic Herter (1987-93) 
Second president to serve from New 

York Office; AUB trustee since 1977, 

chair, 1985-87. BA, MD, Harvard; 

post graduate surgery, Presbyterian 

Hospital; surgical staff. Professor 

of Surgery, Columbia. Director of 

Surgery, Francis Delafield Hospital; 

acting chair, Surgery, Presbyterian. "The Lebanese are 

passionate about politics, but even more passionate 

about education." 

Inside the Gate 
views from campus 

Robert Haddad (1993-96) 
Born New York City. BS, psychology, 

Pittsburgh; MA, Near Eastern studies, 

Michigan; PhD, history and Middle 

Eastern studies, Harvard. Fulbright 

travel throughout Arab world. 

Prominent expert in religion and Middle 

Eastern studies, Smith College (over 

30 years) . Meeting with AUB campus community during 

a brief visit, December 1995: "This is an exhilarating 

moment and the most fulfilling of my presidency thus far." 

David Dodge (1996-97) Third 

president born in Beirut, son of third 

president, Bayard Dodge; grandson of 

second president Howard Bliss, and 

great-grandson of founding president 

Daniel Bliss. BA, history, Princeton; 

MA, Near Eastern studies, Princeton . 

Worked with ARAMCO, Saudi Arabia 

and Lebanon (fapline). Kidnapped and held hostage for 

one year, 1982, while acting president. 

John Waterbury (1997-2008) 
First president to reside in Marquand 

House since 1984. BA, oriental stud

ies, Princeton; PhD, political science, 

Columbia. Assistant Professor, Michigan. 

American Universities Field Staff, Cairo; 

Visiting Professor, Aix Marseilles Ill. 

Associate and Professor, politics and 

international affairs, Princeton, 1978-98; Director, Center 

for International Studies, Princeton, and editor, World 

Politics, 1992-98. 

Acting and interim presidents: 
Acting President Dean Edward F. Nickoley (1920-23) 

Acting President Dr. Costi K. Zurayk (1954-57) 

Interim President Dr. James Cowan (1976-77) 

Acting President Mr. David S. Dodge (1981-82) 

Acting President Dr. Samir K. Thabet (1984) 

( More On-line ~J 
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I I University News 

IFI Takes on the 
Environment 
Is the Middle East getting hotter? 

What's going to be the effect of climate 

change on the region? The lssam 

Fares Institute for Public Policy and 

International Affairs (IFI) has launched a 

new forum to examine these and other 

questions related to the environment. 

On February 20 IFI inaugurated 

its Research and Policy Forum on 

Climate Change and Environment 
in the Arab World by holding the first 

in a series of lectures dedicated to 

the topic. Professor Nadim Farajalla, 

FEA assistant professor of hydrology 

and water resources, presented the 

first lecture in the series, "Impact 

of Climate Change on the Arab 

World. " The faculty coordinator 

for the Forum on Climate Change, 

Farajalla defined climate change and 

the impact it might have on Lebanon 

and the region. Farajalla introduced 

the internal and external factors

including human activities-that lead 

to climate change, noting, "the most 

recent Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change (IPCC) revealed that 

90 to 95 percent of climate change 

is a result of human activities." The 

burning of fossil fuels in green houses 

and cement manufacturing are just 

two of the major causes for climate 

change in Lebanon. 

The Research and Policy Forum 

on Climate Change will monitor trends 

in climate change, identify costs and 

consequences, undertake and share 

research results with the public and 

private sectors, and conduct training 

workshops. 
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Provost Heath to Lead AUS 
Provost Peter Heath is leaving AUB 

in August 2008 to become chancellor 

of the American University of Sharjah . 

During his ten years as provost at 

AUB, Heath played a leading role in 

rebuilding the University's academic 

reputation. As AUB's senior academic 

administrator, he worked closely with 

the academic deans and helped 

attract a distinguished, dynamic, and 

Provost Peter Heath 

diverse faculty, while also guiding 

the University through a rigorous 

six-year accreditation process 

which culminated in AUB's official 

accreditation from the Middle States 

Association of Colleges and Schools 

Commission on Higher Education 

in 2004. Heath also oversaw the 

reinstitution of PhD programs in 

eight fields, in addition to updating 

registration of all the University's 

undergraduate and graduate 

programs with the New York State 

Education Department. 

New Center for Civic 
Engagement and 
Community Service 
AUB plays a key role in the surrounding 

community, and this year the University 

has established the Center for Civic 

Engagement and Community Service 

to coordinate all community outreach 

initiatives. The United States Agency 

for International Development is 

providing start-up funds for the first 

year. The center will give AUB students 

an opportunity to study and respond 

to social and civic issues that are of 

critical importance to the Lebanese 

people and to the Middle East. Mounir 

Mabsout, FAFS professor of civil and 

environmental engineering, will be the 

center's director, coordinating and 

developing the University's activities 

and programs for community service, 

service learning, community-based 

research, and outreach. 

( More On-line ~tJ 



CASAR on Liberty and 
Justice: From Cluster 
Bombs to "Pentagon 
Speak" 
Dozens of American studies experts 

from around the world spent four 

days in Beirut in early January 

probing the complicated relationship 

between the west and the Islamic 

world during the second international 

conference sponsored by the Prince 

Alwaleed Bin Tala! Bin Abdulaziz AI 

Saud Center for American Studies 

and Research (CASAR) at AUB. The 

conference, entitled "Liberty and 

Justice: America and the Middle 

East," attracted distinguished scholars 

in the field including: Djelal Kadir, 

of Pennsylvania State University and 

founding president of the International 

American Studies Association; Stanley 

Katz, director of Princeton University's 

Center for Arts and Cultural Policy 

Studies; Scott Lucas of the University 

of Birmingham, executive director of 

Libertas, the Center of the Study of US 

Foreign Policy; and Melani McAlister, 

associate professor of American 

studies and international affairs at 

George Washington University. Arab 

world participants came from four 

Lebanese universities (Balamand 

University, Lebanese American 

University, Notre Dame University, and 

AUB) and universities in Cyprus, Egypt, 

Iran, Jordan, Morocco, Palestine, 

Saudi Arabia, and Syria; universities 

in Europe and from many areas of the 

United States were also represented. 

Participants from some 67 countries 

presented papers examining, through 

Inside the Gate 
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freedom. Thorny issues such as the 

effect of 9/11 , homeland security, 

the war on terror, "Pentagon speak," 

cluster bombs, student "hostility" 

towards the United States, and fear, 

were addressed head-on, as were 

foreign policy and the effectiveness of 

American studies programs throughout 

the University of Pennsylvania, who 

gave the closing address, "In the 

Name of Homeland Security," said 

the event "succeeded in creating 

and expanding important intellectual 

networks that will reverberate far 

beyond the conference." 

the Arab world. Latifaai-Busseir, Prince I\ 
Alwaleed's personal representative, . From the Faculties 
said, "Without a doubt, CASAR is 

promoting greater understanding and 

knowledge between the Arab and 

Islamic world and the United States. . Why a Sectarian-Based 
. We must study, share, and learn from Political System is a Losing 
each other. There is a pressing need Bet 
for greater enlightenment in the west 

about the Middle East." 

The sheervariety ofthe presentations 

drew abundant praise . Subject 

matter ranged from how to teach 

American history to "lslamophobia" 

to the significance of The Algerine 

Spy, an eighteenth century work often 

described as the first American novel. 

A Palestinian group enlivened the 

academic sessions with a relevant 

hip-hop performance, "Brooklyn 

Beats to Beirut Streets: Hip Hop and 

the Language of Liberation." On the 

final day around 30 conference-goers 

traveled to the south to view the 

destruction of the 2006 summer war 

in south Lebanon . 

Participants also enjoyed the 

opportunity to meet each other. Some 

said the experience made them rethink 

their ideas and confront their prejudices. 

Several from Europe and the United 

States underscored the advantages 

of being able to discuss potentially 

Lebanon's sectarian-based political 

system has caused serious economic 

loss-almost $20,000 in annual per 

capita income-and prevented it from 

achieving desperately needed political 

reforms, according to a new economic 

study conducted at AUB. 

During a workshop hosted by 

the Institute of Financial Economics 

and the Department of Economics 

at AUB, Professors Samir Makdisi 

and Mark Marktanner discussed 

a paper they co-authored with 

Professor Fadia Kiwan of St. Joseph 

University, "The Case of Lebanon: 

Trapped by Consociationalism?" In 

it they conclude that transitioning 

from consociationalism or sectarian

based power-sharing to a full-fledged 

secular democracy "would provide the 

necessary conditions for long-term 

stability and sustained development, 

thus opening up the full potential for 

the development of Lebanon." 

Although they agreed that 
the lens of liberty and justice, a variety explosive issues with academics of consociationalism had failed to protect 

of issues: language, literature, the the region, such as Iranian, Syrian, Lebanon from long-lasting wars and had 

media, travel, imperialism, Islamic and Saudi graduate students and prevented the development of a strong 
law, religion, secularism, sports, and professors. Professor Amy Kaplan of state, Makdisi acknowledged some 
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positive attributes. "Consociationalism there are 11 students enrolled in the 

has allowed Lebanese to practice program, and student exchanges with 

their religion freely and prevented any Technische Universitat Munchen have 

single religious group from imposing already started. 

its ideology on the others," he said. 

Consociationalism, however, was 

intended to be a transitional system, 

he added, and it was time to reform 

this system, as was set forth by the 

Taif Accord of 1989. Strengthening the 

judiciary and pushing for decentralization 

while working on developing the 

peripheries will also help reduce the 

power of sectarian leaders, clans and 

tribes, while at the same time reducing 

corruption, Kiwan added. 

FEA 

TEMPUS Selects FEA for 
ICT MA Program 
AUB has established a new 

master's program in information and 

communication technology (ICT) 

at the Faculty of Engineering and 

Architecture 's Department of Electrical 

and Computer Engineering (ECE) with 

support from the European Union's 

TEMPUS program in collaboration 

with Technische Universitat Munchen 

(TUM) in Germany, the University of 

Southampton in the United Kingdom , 

and Siemens AG in Germany. ECE 

Professor Ayman Kayssi noted that 

since ICT is still in its early stages in 

the region , there is a lot of potential for 

growth . "If you look at the studies that 

are being conducted concerning what 

kinds of jobs or job sectors are growing 

the most around the world, you will 

see that ICT-related jobs are among 

the top jobs listed. " These jobs include 

data management, hardware/ firmware 

engineering, network development, 

and project management. Currently, 
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A Great Return on 
Investment: AUB's 
Executive MBA Program 

Riad Oimechkieh 

According to a study done in August 

2007 by Global Gulf, a Middle East 

business information website, there 

will be 300,000 new executive posi

tions created in the Gulf in the next 

decade. In anticipation of the need for 

talented and skilled men and women 

to assume these positions, AUB's 

Suliman S. Olayan School of Business 

(OSB) established an Executive MBA 

program in spring 2004. The program 

has already graduated 75 students; 

an additional 15 students will graduate 

in June 2008. 

"The program is rigorous and 

has been structured to cater to the 

executive needs of the Middle East 

and North Africa," explains program 

director Riad Dimechkieh, PhD. "We 

graduate more effective executives 

by identifying issues that need to be 

addressed and providing disciplined 

analysis, mobilizing and applying 

resources effectively, building orga

nizational capabilities , and instilling 

insight and confidence in our gradu

ates," he added. 

In addition to receiving in-class

room training from members of OSB's 

distinguished faculty, EMBA students 

also have the opportunity to hear 

directly from prominent world busi

nessmen and CEOs such as Carlos 

Ghosn (Renault!Nissan), Fadi Ghan

dour (ARAMEX), and Ibrahim Dabdoub 

(National Bank of Kuwait) who have 

been featured speakers at EMBA's 

lecture series. 

The Olayan School's 20-month 

EMBA program has been structured 

to accommodate the busy schedules 

of executives. Students attend week

end sessions in Beirut every three 

weeks. "Given that I live and work in 

Qatar, I appreciate that I can pursue 

the EMBA comfortably. I need not 

be away for a long period of time," 

says Amal AI Mannai, a Qatari general 

manager at the Social Development 

Center of the Qatar Foundation. 

Mounira AI Musnid, chair of the 

Social Development Center, says that 

as a result of her participation in the 

EMBA program, "I am more confident 

with the decisions I make, and I feel 

I have what it takes to compete with 

senior executives in Qatar and the 

region. It is all thanks to the skills I 

have learned as an EMBA student," 

she says. 

AUB's EMBA students are a 

diverse group of men and women and 

include "architects, medical doctors, IT 

experts, and private investors who are 
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interested in business," says Dimech

kieh. "We are extremely demanding in 

our selection criteria," he adds. 

The program also attracts students 

of all ages: "Although they range in 

age from 30 to 60," says Dimechkieh, 

"they are all senior managers and have 

graduated from respected universities. 

More than half of our students come 

from abroad ." 

In addition to making them more 

effective managers in their current 

positions, AUB 's EMBA program has 

also made it possible for some of its 

graduates to explore new opportu

nities. Fadi Hajal (EMBA '07) was 

appointed general manager of a multi

national consulting firm, Webb MENA, 

as soon as he graduated. "That is 

what I call a great return on invest

ment. In addition to the challenging 

class discussions, I benefited enor

mously from my classmates, whose 

diverse backgrounds broadened my 

perspective," says Hajal. 

FHS 

Promoting Healthy Schools 
The Faculty of Health Sciences (FHS), 

in collaboration with the World Health 

Organization (WHO) launched the 

Health School Initiative (HSI)-an off-

and equipping pupils with the skills and 

attitudes to make informed decisions 

about their health ," says Professor 

May Jurdi of the initiative. Jurdi, 

who is the chair of the Department 

of Environmental Health and is 

spearheading this initiative, says that 

HSI will also enable researchers to 

understand the relationship between 

the environment and health, to 

identity key environmental health 

hazards in schools and surrounding 

environments, and to recognize 

children's special vulnerability to 

exposure to environmental threats. 

FHS has held three workshops for 

school representatives from through

out the country. "We try to target all 

the different areas in Lebanon. At first, 

we approached schools based on the 

list of schools that are represented 

at AUB. We also focus on public 

schools, UNESCO schools, and other 

networks," says Jurdi. 

FHS seniors and graduate students 

have been very active in this process. 

"With the help of senior students we 

are able to promote environmental 

awareness. They go to schools and 

disseminate awareness among grades 

10, 11 , and 12. They are considered a 

liaison between the school environment 

and beyond," says Jurdi. 
shoot of a global WHO project-to 

promote healthy schools in Lebanon II 
by promoting a safe physical environ- Student News 
ment, nurturing a balanced psycho

social environment, and responding to 

community needs. 

"Healthy schools are schools whose 

environment is healthy, comfortable, 

and conducive to learning. The 

primary goal is to promote physical 

and emotional health by providing 

accessible and relevant information 

Students Join Axis of Evil 
at Casino du Liban 
Arifi Waked, an English graduate 

student, and Amir Haidar, mathematics 

senior, survived grueling auditions at 

AUB on December 5 so they could 

open for the Axis of Evil show at 

Casino du Liban. 

'if urn down the.heat_......_ _________ _ 
=r urning your central heating thermostat down by 1% can save as 
much as 10% from fuel bills. 

Axis of Evil, a New York-based 

stand up comedy group that performed 

five shows in Lebanon in December 

consists of Egyptian-American Ahmed 

Ahmed, Iranian-American MazJobrani, 

and Palestinian-American Aron Kader. 

Haidar and Waked were chosen 

among 20 students who were selected 

by Axis of Evil to audition in West Hall's 

Bathish Auditorium. While Haidar has 

long dreamed of becoming a standup 

comedian, Waked, who wears the 

hijab , says she started doing standup 

comedy more recently to put a human 

face to the hijab and to invite people 

to "lighten up about many issues that 

plague the Middle East." 

Axis of Evil auditions 
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that the department is the first WHO nutritional problems, and will assist 

WHO Designates First 
Collaborating Center in 
Lebanon at FAFS 
The Department of Nutrition and 

Food Sciences at the Faculty of 

Agricultural and Food Sciences was 

recently designated as a World Health 

Organization (WHO) Collaborating 

Center for research, training, and 

outreach in nutrition and food sciences. 

In a reception on campus celebrating 

the designation, WHO representative 

in Lebanon Hussein Abu Zaid noted 

Coming to Your Own 
Back Yard 
In October 2007, massive forest fires 

devastated more than 5,000 acres of 

tree growth in Lebanon. It turns out 

that your own back yard might hold the 

key to the reforestation effort. AUB's 

interfaculty nature conservation center 

ibsar has a plan to use the spaces that 

have been set aside for parks, private 

yards, and other community green 

spaces to make Lebanon green again. 

Working with community stakeholders, 

ibsar is launching "Seeds of Hope, 

Collaborating Center in the country. 

To become a collaborating center, 

the department met specific WHO 

selection criteria that included 

reviewing its scientific and technical 

standing at national and international 

levels, the quality of its scientific and 

technical leadership, and the working 

relationship that it has developed with 

other institutions in the country as 

well as at the inter-country, regional 

and global levels. The center will 

address issues pertaining to people's 

health and well-being by tackling local 

community-based tree planting 

program for Lebanon. At the official 

launch of a native tree nursery at 

AUB's Agricultural Research and 

Education Center (AREC) in March, 

students and teachers got their hands 

dirty, packed seeds into newspaper 

pots, and assembled irrigation piping. 

ibsar's field coordinator and agricultural 

engineer Khalid Sleem explains, 

"We hope to cultivate 50,000 native 

trees (by 201 O) from seeds that have 

been collected from the wild and are 

currently being planted at our native 

tree nursery in AREC." "Our hope," 

Trees for Tomorrow"-a sustainable, adds ibsar director Salma Talhouk, "is 

in the collection and dissemination 

of information on health, illness, 

and risk factors. "The department 

is concentrating on addressing 

community nutrition problems 

including monitoring prevalence of 

obesity and metabolic syndrome and 

their determinants in the Lebanese 

population. We are also in the process 

of developing food based dietary 

guidelines for the region including 

Lebanon as part of this collaboration," 

said Dean of the Faculty of Agricultural 

and Food Sciences Nahla Hwalla. 

that we will be planting these trees in 

specific local community settings by 

next fail-in one year's time." Nada 

Hakim, a 21-year old landscape 

design and ecosystem management 

major from north Lebanon, began 

volunteering in 2007. "I think people 

have lost their connection to nature," 

she says, "and this is one great 

way for us, as Lebanese, and as 

AUB students, to reconnect and do 

something concrete for the future of 

Lebanon's natural habitat." 

"I think people have 

lost their connection to 

nature ... this is one great 

way for us, as Lebanese, 

and as AUB students, 

to reconnect and do 

something concrete for 

the future of Lebanon's 

natural habitat." 

Nada Hak1m, landscape design 
and ecosystem management 
major 
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Dr. Rose-Mary Boustany, director IJ Current Research 
of the Abu-Haidar Neuroscience . 

Institute, was awarded the Dubai 

Harvard Foundation for Medical 

Research Grant of $1,750,000 over 

five years with Dr. Susan Cotman from 

the Harvard Medical School who will 

be the junior coprincipal investigator. 

The award funds Boustany's research: 

"Galactosylceramide as a Potential 

Treatment for Juvenile Neuronal 

Ceroid Lipofuscinosis." On January 1, 

Boustany was also elected a fellow of 

the American Pediatric Society, which 

brings together men and women for the 

advancement of the study of children's 

diseases, the prevention of illness, the 

promotion of health in childhood, and 

the promotion of pediatric education 

and research. 
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Antenna Design 
Mohammed Husselnl, who is 

working under the supervision 

of Professor Karim Kabalan, is 

enrolled In AUB's PhD program in 
electrical and computer engineer

ing (ECE). Since completing his 

BE and ME at AUB, he has been 
working as a research assistant 

for Professors Karim Kabalan 

and All El HajJ both In AUB's ECE 
Deparbnent. Although he has 
only been a PhD student since 

fall 87, he has already authored 
more than 10 journal ..UCies and 
many confeNnce papers. 

"The purpose of my research," explains 

Husseini, "is to design low-cost, easy

to-fabricate antennas for use in wireless 

and other applications and to make 

sure these antennas operate as dic

tated by the application. " 

In addition to its relevance for wire

less communication systems, Hus

seini's research also has potential 

medical applications-in breast cancer 

detection for example. "In this case," 

says Husseini, "an antenna sends a 

well -shaped pulse over a short dis

tance." How the body reacts to this 

"well-shaped pulse" is key to detect

ing breast cancer. The healthy body 

cells reflect the pulse in a certain way 

whereas cancerous cells will reflect the 

pulse in a different way. 

Husseini is intrigued by the chal

lenge of relating his research to the 

needs of industry. "Every application 

comes with its own set of requirements. 

You need to understand these require

ments and the needs of the market 

in order to conduct research that will 

result in products with real-life uses." 

As a result of the significant investments 

that AUB has made in its engineering 

laboratories in recent years, Husseini 

-and others conducting research in 

this field-are now able to fabricate and 

test some of the types of antennas they 

are researching at AUB. However, they 

need additional equipment to handle 

the more sophisticated designs that 

they are currently sending to Europe 

and the United States for fabrication . 

Husseini is one of four PhD students 

in electrical and computer engineering 

this year. Professor Karim Kabalan, 

chair of the department and Hussei

ni 's adviser, says that the goal of the 

department is to provide high quality 

education in electrical and computer 

engineering that prepares students for 

employment and leadership roles in 

academic, industrial, or research posi

tions. "When students leave here with 

a PhD," he explains, "we expect them 

to have a depth of knowledge in their 

specific area of research, experience in 

doing independent research and com

municating the results effectively, and 

have made a published contribution to 

the existing knowledge in electrical and 

computer engineering. 

Low cost, easy-to-
fabricate antennas 



majors Nadine Adhami and 

Tala Arakji starred in the 

play, The Open Couple, by 

leftist Italian playwright, actor, 

and Nobel laureate in literature 

Dario Fo. Directed in Arabic by 

Sharif Adbelnour of the Department 

of Fine Arts and Art History, The 

Open Couple is a social comedy on 

marriage and duplicity. 

"Freshwater: The Sounds of Indig

enous Australia, Traditional and Con

temporary Music in English and Indig

enous Languages" was presented by 

four Australian women vocalists of 

aboriginal ancestry in a concert at 

Bath ish Auditorium on February 1 0 

and 11. 

The AUB Music Club launched a four

day concert series on February 26 

featuring contemporary styles of punk, 

jazz, acid jazz, alternative, progressive 

as well as some new experimental, 

oriental , and Latin music. Club Presi

dent Rasha Abuhamad described the 

club 's effort to provide a variety of 

music styles in hopes of "breaking the 

typical punk and heavy metal image 

students seem to have of the club." 

Inside the Gate 
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II Focus on ... ESDU 
As the Middle East becomes more 

urbanized and what were once agricul

turally fertile lands and open spaces are 

replaced by buildings, parking lots, and 

housing complexes, there is a growing 

interest in urban agriculture through

out the region. Examples of urban 

agriculture include backyard gardens 

and rooftop greenhouses, public land 

farming in spaces around mosques, 

municipal parks, and initiatives to raise 

livestock in densely populated neigh

borhoods. Promoting urban agriculture 

is just one of the Environment and Sus

tainable Development Unit's (ESDU) 

current initiatives. 

AUB's ESDU was established in 

2001 to harness university expertise 

in support of efforts to promote com

munity development and sustainable 

agriculture in the Middle East and 

North Africa. ESDU Coordinator Pro

fessor Shady Hamadeh explains that 

he and his colleagues are committed 

to making the latest research avail

able to the user and policy-making 

communities. "We want our research 

II Reviews 

to be grounded in the needs of local 

people, to be meaningful and useful to 

them," he says. 

In January 2005, ESDU, which 

includes faculty and staff primarily 

from AUB's Faculty of Agricultural and 

Food Sciences, joined forces with the 

Canadian International Development 

Research Centre (IDRC) to organize a 

regional course on urban agriculture 

for 25 participants from eight cities 

in the Middle East and North Africa: 

Baalbeck, Lebanon; Amman, Jordan; 

Damascus, Syria; Zabid, Yemen; Gaza 

and Jericho in Palestine; Setif, Algeria; 

and Tunis, Tunisia. 

These cities were chosen in part 

because they were wrestling with some 

of the most common challenges for 

urban agriculture in the region. For 

example, officials in Baalbeck are work

ing to preserve the city's rich history 

while also meeting the demands from 

the growing tourism and agricultural 

sectors. Public authorities in Amman 

are facing increasing urban pressure 

resulting in part from the huge influx of 

refugees caused by the ongoing Iraq 

war and one of the most severe water 

Introduction to US Foreign Policy and /slamist Politics 
(University Press of Florida, 2008) by Ahmad S. Moussalli 

shortages in the world. People in Gaza 

and Jericho are looking for alternatives 

to the prime agricultural land they can 

no longer access because of the sepa

ration wall that Israel is building. 

In September 2005, the course 

became a traveling workshop as it 

was offered in Beirut, Damascus, and 

Amman. AUB professors and regional 

experts taught specialized modules on 

different urban agricultural systems in 

the Middle East (farming, production, 

food supply including processing and 

marketing, and waste reuse); access 

to water; access to land; environmental 

considerations; and food security and 

health dimensions, and offered partici

pants concrete opportunities to explore 

the practical aspects of these different 

modules in the three cities hosting the 

workshop. 

Ziad Moussa (BS '92, MS '96), who 

as regional coordinator works tirelessly 

to promote ESDU's urban agriculture 

initiative, is quick to point out that this 

workshop was far more than just a 

training course. "From the beginning," 

he says, "our intention was that par

ticipants would complete the course 

Moussalli argues that moderate Islam, despite being widely perceived as "symbols of Western 

imperialism," can accommodate modern globalization and democratization without giving rise to 

Islamic fundamentalism. Moussalli provides evidence that many popular Islamic groups support and 

promote pluralism, democracy, and human rights, and argues that it is therefore possible for glo

balization and democratization to succeed. The latter is hindered by US policy failures in the region, 

which have generated a great deal of distrust among Islamic societies. Moussalli suggests specific 

and practical changes in US foreign policy, and recommends that the United States implement a 

"post-Cold War" policy in the Arab world by persuading Islamic societies that those two concepts 

could be incorporated into an Islamic worldview. 

Ahmad Moussalli is a professor in the Department of Political Studies and Public Administration. 
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and then generate proposals for action 

research and concrete intervention in 

cities in the region." And this is exactly 

what happened. 

Workshop participants launched 

pilot projects in Amman, Jordan; Ari

ana, Tunisia; Baalbeck, Lebanon; Setif, 

Algeria; and in Gaza and Jericho, Pal

estine. Although there have been 

challenges, there have also been some 

notable successes: the production 

of medicinal, succulent, and fragrant 

plants in home gardens in poor districts 

of organic urban home gardens to 

grow medicinal and aromatic plants in 

Baalbeck; the formation of urban agri

culture committees to raise awareness 

and coordinate activities in Gaza; an 

initiative to encourage urbanization and 

agriculture in the Oued Boussellam Val

ley in Setif; and the use of rooftop water 

systems in Tunis to collect, stock, and 

reuse rainwater in urban agriculture. 

ESDU has been chosen as one 

of seven regional centers and coor

dinates activities in the Middle East 

in Amman, Jordan; the establishment and North Africa for the Resources 

Guilty: Hollywood's Verdict on Arabs after 9/11 
{Olive Branch Press, 2007) by Jack G. Shaheen. 

Centers on Urban Agriculture and Food 

Security (RUAF) Foundation program. 

"Our involvement in urban agriculture 

has been growing exponentially" says 

Moussa. "We now run projects across 

MENA as part of RUAF's Cities Farming 

for the Future initiative and helped to 

design the next phase of the project

"From Seed to Table"-that will focus 

primarily on strengthening urban farm

ers associations and address urban 

agricultural production from a value 

chain perspective." 

Before 9/ 11 , Shaheen dissected Hollywood's equation of Islam and Arabs with violence in Reel Bad 

Arabs, his comprehensive study of over a thousand movies. Arabs and Muslims, he showed, were 

used as shorthand for the "Enemy" and the "Other." In his new book about films made after 9/ 11, Sha

heen finds the same malevolent stereotypes at play. Nearly all of Hollywood's post-9/ 11 films legitimize 

a view of Arabs as stereotyped villains-sheikhs, Palestinians, or terrorists. Along with an examination 

of a hundred recent movies, Shaheen addresses the cultural issues at play since 9/11 : the govern

ment's public relations campaigns to win "hearts and minds" and the impact of 9/ 11 on citizens and 

on the imagination. He suggests that winning the "war on terror" would take shattering the century-old 

stereotypes of Arabs. He calls for speaking out, for more Arab Americans in the film industry, for fresh 

films, and for a serious effort on the part of the US government to tackle this problem. 

Shaheen recently lectured on campus and held a book signing in the AUB Bookstore. Jack G. Shaheen is author of the 

bestselling encyclopedia of Arabs in Hollywood: Reel Bad Arabs: How Hollywood Vilifies a People . 

Shaheen was a Fulbright Scholar at AUB, 1974-75. 
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aving the Cedars: 

The Tannou ine Project 

In 1996 an urgent campaign was 
launched to save the Tannourine 
cedars from a mysterious blight that 
was devastating Lebanon's national 
treasure. Today it looks as if the evil 
beast has been beaten. 



"I was attending a conference in West Hall in 1996 when 

Dr. Henriette Tohme, who was then a biologist at the 

Lebanese University, walked up to me with a twig in her 

hand. She explained that the twig was from one of many 

cedar trees in Tannourine and asked me, 'Why does it 

look like this?'" recalls retired AUB Professor Nasri Kawar. 

That meeting in West Hall was the beginning of a ten

year mission to save, protect, and preserve the cedars of 

Tannourine in north Lebanon that continues to this day. 

Kawar-who recently retired after spending 45 years 

at AUB as an FAFS professor of pesticides-has played 

a central role in this project. He is widely respected for 

his expertise in Lebanon's cedars and is the person who 

discovered the insect that attacked the Barrouk cedars 

more than 30 years ago , in 1975. Even so, he remembers 

being stunned by the appearance of the twig that Tohme 

handed him. "It had a reddish coloration. I knew right 

away that this was not a healthy twig. I also knew that 

the coloration was not the result of the insect we had 

discovered in Barrouk so many years earlier," he says. His 

curiosity piqued, he decided to travel to Tannourine that 

weekend to see the damage for himself. Although he was 

able to confirm that indeed something was devastating the 

Tannourine cedars, he could not tell what it was. He could 

tell , however, that if something were not done, more than 

half the trees would die. 

It was only after several trips over the period of a 

year that Kawar and his colleagues-including one of his 

former students Nabil Nemer- were able to observe the 

larvae that was causing the infestation attacking more 

than 70 percent of the Tannourine forest. 

"It turns out that we needed to be there at precisely 

the right time in the larvae life cycle to be able to 

observe them," says Kawar. Dr. Khuzama Knio , an 

entomologist at AUB, was able to identify the larvae's 

family of sawflies. Specimens were then sent to Dr. 

Henri Chauvin in France, a specialist in sawflies, who 

described the new species of Cephalcia, and adopted the 

name C. tannourinensis, by which the species was already 

informally known. 

Having identifi.ed the cause for the pest outbreak 

that was devastating the Tannourine cedars, Kawar and 

Nemer shifted their focus to pest management. Despite 

the risks of using even "safe" insecticides, everyone 

agreed that it was the only way to treat this problem. 

Kawar remembers those days. "I told everyone jokingly 

that if we don't do something quickly, we would have to 

replace the cedar on the Lebanese flag with this insect! " 

While researchers at AUB were considering various 

options, so too were the people who lived in Tannourine. 

They contacted Dr. Guy Demolin, an entomologist 

from the French National Institute for Agricultural 

Research (INRA) in Paris. Demolin worked closely with 

Nemer to select the best way to treat the pest outbreak. 

After considering many options, they chose the insect 

growth regulator diflubenzuron. Nemer explains that 

diflubenzuron, which is an environmentally friendly 

insecticide that is widely used to spray forests throughout 

Europe and the United States, "works best in the early 

larval stages of the insect and has a more or less good 

adhesion to the needles of the trees due to its use with a 

special kind of oil." 

The AUB-led team of scientists faced a number 

of challenges as they considered ways to treat the pest 

outbreak including the presence of mines in some parts 

of the forest that were left over from the Lebanese civil 

war. Looking back, Nemer describes how he and his 

colleagues "were working in the forest at our own risk" 

because no one knew exactly where the mines were. 

Because of the presence of unexploded land mines and 

the nature of the forest topography, they decided that 

aerial spraying by helicopters that would be able to get 

down close to the trees would be the most effective way 

to treat the cedars. Unfortunately, spraying the forests 

would also be an expensive undertaking: the price tag 

for three days of aerial spraying by a helicopter from a 

French company was $100,000. After a sustained effort, 

the AUB team was able to convince government officials 

to fund the first spraying of the Tannourine cedars in 

1999. They sprayed again in 2000 with funding provided 

by the Ministry of Agriculture. In subsequent years, with 

support from the Lebanese Army, they were able to spray 

a much larger area at considerably less cost. 

Although the spraying was successful in stopping 

the attack, Kawar and Nemer agreed that it was not a 

good long-term solution to the problem. They noted 

that C. tannourinensis had already started to attack the 

nearby cedars of Bcharreh. Because of the possible 

hazards to the forest ecosystem, it was critical that they 

develop some other strategy for managing the insect 

population than aerial spraying. Between 2001 and 

2003 AUB worked with the Ministry of Agriculture on 
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a two-year FAO-funded project to develop an integrated 

management plan for the pest infestation. Nemer, who 

has been the point person "on the ground" in all efforts 

to save the Tannourine cedars, worked closely with other 

AUB scientists to develop a methodology to monitor the 

insect populations, organize training and workshops, and 

develop outreach materials. 

In recent years, Kawar and Nemer have led an even 

larger and more comprehensive initiative-a $1.2 million 

project entitled Integrated Management of Cedar Forests 

in Lebanon in Cooperation with Other Mediterranean 

Countries. The project was funded by a grant from the 

Global Environment Facility-United Nations Environment 

Programme (UNEP) to the Lebanese Ministry of 

Environment and implemented by AUB. President john 

Waterbury described the project as a "wonderful example 

of hard core scientific research with a very high pay-off in 

practical terms. " 

The group of AUB-led scientists has identified 

the cause of the appearance of C. tannourinensis in the 

Tannourine Forest, developed an action plan for the 

integrated management of cedar forests in Lebanon 

and the region, coordinated activities among scientists 

in Lebanon, Algeria, Cyprus, Morocco, and Turkey 

to assess the risk of a future attack, and arranged for 
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all cedar forests in the region to be surveyed for C. 

tannourinensis and its natural enemies. The project has 

also generated some enormously successful outreach 

materials including an 18-minute DVD that has been 

shown to audiences in Lebanon and other countries that 

participated in the project. 

Throughout all these efforts, the team has worked 

closely with the people who live and work in the region. 

"Our efforts to protect Lebanon's cedars will not succeed 

unless the local community is actively involved and has a 

stake in these efforts," Nemer says. "Although our priority 

is to protect and preserve Lebanon's cedars, we recognize 

that people need to make a living." In addition to being 

trained on invasive species control, forest management, 

flora and fauna monitoring, and the use of GIS and GPS, 

members of the community are also being helped to 

prepare traditional processed foods that they can sell to 

visitors to the Tannourine Cedar Forest Nature Reserve. 

Although the $1.2 million project to save the 

Tannourine cedars ended on December 31 , 2007, AUB's 

involvement with Lebanon's cedars continues. Nemer is 

currently involved in a $3 million project to support five 

of Lebanon's nature reserves in AI Shouf, Tannourine, 

Horsh Ehden, Bentael, and Kfar Zabad. In addition 

to ongoing efforts to monitor the insect population, 
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particularly in the cedar forest stands in Al Shouf, 

Tannourine, and Horsh Ehden, the project will tackle 

other biodiversity problems as well. 

"Working on this project has taken over our lives at 

times, but it has also been very rewarding," says Kawar. 

He stresses that the effort would not have succeeded 

1 . Larva of the cedar web-spinning sawfly 
on a cedar twig 

2 Cones of the cedar of Lebanon 

3. Cedar tree attacked by Cephalcia tan
nourinensis 

4. A cedar web-sp1nning sawfly adult on 
cedar needles. 

5. The red brown color of the tannourine 
cedar forest during the years of high 
attack by Cephalcia in 1 998-2000 looks 
as if a fire has swept throughout the for
est. 

6. A pheromone trap to catch the males of 
Cephalcia tannounnensis 

without the coordinated and sustained involvement and 

cooperation of scientists, funders, and policymakers 

in Lebanon and the region, and, most importantly, the 

support of the people who live among Lebanon's 

cedars. 





One of the first to go into action was a team from the 

Department of Animal Sciences under the leadership 

of Professor Elie Barbour. Their mission was to assess 

the level of contaminants in marine life as a result of 

the July 13 and 15 bombing of the Jiyyeh Power Plant 

located 30.3 kilometers south of Beirut. 

The bombing resulted in a huge oil spill along the 

225 kilometer Lebanese coastline, releasing 15,000 tons 

of number six heavy fuel oil into the Mediterranean Sea, 

driven by north-setting currents toward the northern 

parts of the shore. This heavy fuel oil is among the most 

difficult to combat: it is highly viscous, slow to disperse, 

and has a tendency to sink to the seabed and remain 

there over time, affecting the ecosystem that takes 

decades to rehabilitate. 

The major contaminants originating from the oil 

spill and known to cause serious damage to the marine 

life include the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) 

compounds, PCBs (polychlorinated biphenyls) , and 

metals (vanadium/cadmium). Sixteen PAH compounds 

are presently classified by the US Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA) as probable human 

carcinogens. The Barbour team wanted to establish 

pollution levels of these contaminants in two fish species 

(mullet and rabbit fish , also known as marbled spine 

foot) and oysters, all staple foods for local fishermen and 

their families. 

Working with Greenpeace divers who were 

assisting the Lebanese government in assessing and 

dealing with the spill, the Barbour team collected 20 

samples per specie (a total of 360) at specific times 

from each of six sites, including two control locations 

south of the bombedjiyyeh plant and untouched by oil 

bearing current. The four contaminated locations were 

north of the Jiyyeh plant in Beirut (30.3 kilometers), 

Tabarja (57.9 kilometers), Amchit (72.4 kilometers) , and 

Barbara (78.3 kilometers). All are predominantly rocky 

sites and at the time of sampling black oil was clearly 

present on the sites. 

Testing showed higher levels of mean total PAH 

(tPAH) in oysters at five of the six sites. All mean tPAH 

levels in the different marine organisms obtained from 

the different harvest sites and at different collection 

times were below the EPA limit set for PAH but higher 

than the AFSSA (Agence franc;:aise de securite sanitaire 

des aliments-the French food safety agency) standard 

indicating that the sampled fish were unacceptable for 

human consumption. 

The tPAH level in oysters harvested 72 days after 

the oil spill had dropped more than 50 percent 305 days 

after the spill. This could be due to the reported ability 

of oysters, as filter feeders , to undergo a self-purification 

catabolism of the tPAH compounds. Previous reports 

have documented the ability of marine organisms to 

reduce tPAH accumulation, especially at spawning, 

during which a significant amount of the fats in oysters 



is lost, thus reducing the level of the fat soluble-tPAH in 

their bodies. 

What is of particular note in Barbour's research 

is that the most highly significant positive tPAH levels 

were observed in the rabbit fish harvested from the 

shores of Beirut. This could be caused not by the oil 

spill but by the long history of exposure to tPAH in 

marine organisms off the shores of Beirut-a populated 

area with a high density of vehicles and gas stations 

that dump used engine oil into sewers that feed into the 

Mediterranean Sea. 

While the tPAH levels were found to have dropped 

in the marine species, those of heavy metals-lead, 

nickel, and vanadium-were found to have increased 

from one testing to the next. Because heavy metals 

bind to proteins , they do not degenerate easily. In fact , 

quite the opposite happens: their levels rise. With lead 

already 2.5 times higher than recommended levels and 

nickel increasing, it too may soon reach risk level. The 

risk level of vanadium is not known so it cannot be 

calculated. 

Barbour explains that the team's research, while 

invaluable, is only the beginning. He believes much 

more should be done on a national level to further assess 

the oil spill impact and review the AUB findings. "We 

are the only team to have carried out such tests to date," 

he explains. "We could not have done it without support 

from the Task Force and the marvellous young people 

on the team, but it is not enough. There needs to be 

much more done at the national level." 

Mona Betour el Zoghbi, an MSc student in 

environmental health, has focused her attention 

on the impact of the Jiyyeh spill on groundwater, 

particularly on the coastal aquifers. Her objective is to 

detect whether there is heavy fuel oil contamination 

in groundwater resources along the coastline and 

to propose the necessary intervention and ~emedial 

measures to be taken in case of oil contamination. As 

groundwater is a main water resource in Lebanon, its 

potential contamination would present a public health 

threat-a threat that if configured by the study-could 

need to be qualified. 

As in the Barbour study, el Zoghbi will be using 

standard testing procedures to determine levels of PAHs, 

PCBs, metals (vanadium and cadmium, which are oil 

based, and nickeVmercuryllead) and testing pH/salinity/ 

TDS/EC* to determine water quality.* 

Working with local municipalities, mayors, and 

private individuals, El Zogbi identified wells for water 

collection at three sites: Ras Nabi Younis, close to the 

Jiyyeh spill; in the vicinity of an oil storage tank in Dora; 

and, for control, at Abeye, 400 meters inland from the 

coast. She will perform samplings twice at the peak of 

the dry and wet seasons. 

The samples collected at Ras Nabi Younis across 

a north-south arc, coming inland by about 400 meters , 



will also be used to determine if there ·is salt water 

intrusion bringing oil in from the sea. At Dora, she is 

assessing possible oil contamination of ground water 

from the regular oil handling activities that take place 

there, in comparison to the spill findings. There are no 

wells in Dora itself so the sample arc reaches inland 

towards Antelias, Fanar, and Sin El Fil, all populous, 

mixed usage urban locations. Abeye is a purely 

residential location and has both public and private 

wells. El Zogbi will collect data on age, depth, elevation, 

and types of usage for the wells. 

So far el Zoghbi has taken samples in the dry 

season, eight samples per location with one duplicate 

necessitating two days on site testing at each location. 

Her first set of results reveals no oil contamination in 

the studied water samples, which were taken at the 

peak of the dry season. So far at least, it can be said 

that the studied groundwater aquifers have not been 

contaminated by the oil spill. 

El Zoghbi started the second section of the 

fieldwork at the peak of the wet season in winter 2008, 

collecting water samples once again and conducting 

the lab tests and analysis, to determine the impact of 

precipitation and rainfall on the potential mobilization 

of contaminants. 

Maya Yammine first began her research on the 

impact of landmines and unexploded ordinance (UXO) 

on the land and on human populations of South 

Lebanon in 2005 in the village of Kfarhouneh. With the 

advent of the July 2006 war, when Israel dropped four 

million cluster bombs on South Lebanon, an estimated 

one million of which are unexploded , the UXO problem 

took on unprecedented dimensions. Yammine has 

expanded her study to include three main periods: May 

2000- May 2004, May 2004- July 2006, and August 

15, 2006 (post July war) to date. 

Her objective was to describe the situation 

regarding the number, distribution, and impact of 

landmines and cluster bombs (CB) and to give a primary 

evaluation of the economic losses caused by landmines 

and UXO in terms of agricultural production and human 

capital during these periods. 

Yammine explains that no precise methodology 

exists to assess these impacts and most of the research 

is based on her own field observations, official records, 

and other sources including data from international 

organizations, military mine action groups, interviews 

with farmers, government and non-government sources, 

mine clearance officers, and health experts. 

Her findings revealed that despite landmine 

clearing efforts between May 2000 and July 2006, 

approximately seven million square meters of South 

Lebanon were infested with landmines and UXO. 

When the war officially ended in August 2006 over 35 

million square meters were infested with over a million 

unexploded CBs. 



Yammine selected GIS analysis to assess the loss 

of agricultural output overlaying a land use map with 

landmine and CB locations maps to determine the land 

use of dangerous areas. Cultivated lands were singled out 

and their ratio from the total dangerous areas calculated. 

Knowing total yield per hectare and producer price for 

the crops (from the FAO database) , she determined the 

yearly losses of agricultural output due to the presence 

of landmines and UXO for each period of time. 

One problem Yammine encountered was that land 

use maps did not show the type of crop harvested. Her 

interviews with farmers revealed that they produced 

primarily tobacco and wheat. Knowing total wheat 

and tobacco production for 2004 she was able to 

calculate the ratios for each crop to the total and apply 

it to contaminated fields to determine surface area of 

wheat and tobacco infested with land mines. Working 

according to the methodology described above, she 

estimates economic loss for May 2000 - May 2004 to be 

$1.8 million; for May 2004- july 2006 to be $441 ,000; 

and for the post july war period to be $7.5 million. 

Yammine is also collecting data to determine the 

losses in productivity associated with the number of 

people who died and were injured between May 2000 

and july 2007. 

Yammine says that the lack of accurate information 

makes it difficult to arrive at precise figures. She also 

points out that as new CB sites, deaths, and injuries are 

revealed each month, the results of her initial research 

will need regular updating in any future studies. Her 

concern remains the devastating impact of UXO and CBs 

in South Lebanon. GIS results confirm that there are 546 

forested and 483 agricultural areas representing severe 

disruption and danger for the local population as well 

as pollution due to leaking chemicals and the economic 

blight caused by living on a powder keg. 

AUB Associate Professors Najat Saliba (chemistry) 

and Alan Shihadeh (mechanical engineering) called 

upon Task Force support for a study commissioned by 

the Lebanese National Council for Scientific Research 

(LNCSR) into air pollution levels of Beirut following 

the Israeli bombings and resulting extensive demolition 

and reconstruction. The air pollution indicators they 

selected for the study included airborne particulate 



matter, asbestos, heavy metals, and PAfl. Only data on 

particulate matter is currently available; the rest is still 

being analyzed. Because particulate matter higher than 

10 is generally unable to penetrate deep into the human 

respiratory system, they are focusing on PM 10 and PM 

2.5 , two fractions of particulate matter corresponding to 

particles below 10 and 2.5 micrometers in aerodynamic 

diameter. 

The investigators chose four sites for sampling, two 

in Haret Hreik-the focus of the heaviest bombing in 

Beirut-, the LNCSR Building on the old Airport Road, 

and the roof of the Chemistry Building at AUB. The 

latter two are comparison sites, AUB representing a site 

where air pollution is expected to be minimal, while 

LNCSR is a location where air pollution is expected 

to be typical of a high traffic area. In Haret Hreik, 

one sampling station was installed on the roof of the 

Municipality Building and another on the roof of a three

story residence on the main Haret Hreik artery. 

The team took approximately 30-40 24-hour 

average air samples on different days of the week from 

each of the four sites between December 2006 and July 

2007 and discovered that the average PM levels for 

all locations were within Lebanese national standards 

except for PM 2.5 at the LNCSR location. However, 

at all sites there were measurements that exceeded 

national standards , most especially at the Haret Hreik 

Municipality. The data thus indicates that Haret Hreik's 

air pollution levels routinely hover near the upper limit 

of what is acceptable air pollution risk and frequently 

exceed the Lebanese standard. The authors say that 

while this result is not critical, it should be closely [a 
~ monitored. 

-Maureen Al1 

washing machines, we could save 
enough energy to light two and a half 
million homes for a ear. 





Looking back, Ibrahim Alameddine (BS ''()6, MS '99) 
remembers that he was attracted to the lGESP program 
by the opportunity to work on regional environmental 
problems "at a time when the environmental awareness of 
the general public as well as the government was still very 
low." Alameddine, who graduated in 1999, is now a PhD 
student at the Nicholas School of the Environment and 
Earth Sciences at Duke University: 

Since it was established in 1997, IGESP has 
graduated more than 70 students. There are currently 31 
students enrolled in the program. ln some cases, IGESP 
students came to AUB intending to pursue careers in 
other areas but changed their plans after learning about 
the program. Others were attracted to the University by 
the IGESP itself-the focus on environmental issues, the 
multidisciplinary approach, or the opportunity to work 
with a particular AUB professor. 

In a 2004 articlel several members of the IGESP 
management team explained that an interdisciplinary 
educational approach in environmental engineering 
and sciences is required today because "environmental 
dilemmas cut across various disciplinary boundaries and 
thus cannot be resolved from a single perspective." While 
graduate students certainly benefit from this interdisci
plinary approach, they can still specialize in one of four 
areas: environmental technology, ecosystem management, 
environmental health, and environmental policy planning. 
The program also emphasizes critical and integrative think
ing, communication and problem-solving skills, and the 
important role that attitudes, values, and commitments play 
in resolving environmental issues. IGESP alumni also speak 
appreciatively of the opportunities they had to engage in 
research and acquire hands-on work experience while they 
were still master's degree students. 

Given the broad scope of the program, it is not 
surprising that IGESP graduates have chosen to travel 
many different paths after leaving AUB. Alameddine is one 
of many IGESP alumni who have gone on to pursue a PhD 
degree. 

Suha Al-Madbouh (MS '06), who received a full 
three-year PhD scholarship, is a doctoral student at 
Bielefeld University in Germany and a research assistant 
for the Palestinian Hydrology Group in Palestine. After 
completing her MS thesis, which was an analysis of the 
impact of socioeconomic, health, and water-related factors 
on women's willingness to connect to a new water network 

service in Bebnine, Lebanon, Al-Madbouh worked briefly 
for the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). 
She says that, "being interdisciplinary, IGESP has enriched 
my knowledge and skills in different environmental fields , 
and has played a major role in my choice of my PhD topic." 

Alicia Mansour (BS '00, '02, MS '04), who now lives 
and works for Veolia Environment in France, had the 
opportunity to do an internship at EARTH University 
in Costa Rica while an IGESP student. She has also 
been involved in a number of research projects in recent 
years: assessing different compost types and determining 
the effect of their humic substances on plant growth, 
using solar energy to treat water, and aerobic wastewater 
treatment. She credits the diversity of courses she took 

at AUB with preparing her for work in many different 
environmental areas. 

SeverallGESP graduates are currently at AUB, 
including May Massoud (MS '00), who is an assistant 
professor in the Faculty of Health Sciences (FHS). She 
has done extensive research in the privatization of 
waste management services in Lebanon-specifically 
on municipal solid waste and wastewater-and speaks 
passionately about the "keen appreciation and lifetime love 
of research" that the program instilled·in her. 

Safa Hojeij (BS '03, MS '06) joined FHS as a research 
assistant after completing the IGESP to work on the project 
in a local community (Bebnine) that she describes as a 
wonderful opportunity to put into practice one of the most 
important lessons she learned dunng the program: "There 
are many factors that contribute to a problem or issue and 
that must be considered in finding solutions." She and her 
colleagues at FHS are still investigating the links between 
people and all sources of water in Bebnine, assessing the 
impact of drinking water quality on the health of the 
community, and disseminating this information through 
workshops and awareness campaigns. 

IGESP alumni are also well represented among 
governmental agencies such as the Executive Council 
of the Government of Dubai where Reem Fayyad 
(BS '97, MS '00) has been working since August 2006 as 
a project manager in the Policy and Strategy Department's 
Sustainable Development Unit. Fayyad says that the 
exposure that the program provided "to a wide scope 
of matters in the environment field" enables her to 
"identify high level elements in the sector in an integrated 
way"-skills that were also useful in her prior position at 
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the Lebanese Ministry of Environment. Amal Abou Hatab 

(MS '03) is working on a project entitled "the integrated 

waste management for the olive oil pressing industries 

in Lebanon, Syria, and jordan," which is being managed 

by the UNDP and implemented by the Ministries of 

Environment in Lebanon, Syria, and jordan. 

Rania Maroun (BS '00, MS '04) is grateful for the 

opportunity she had during the IGESP to work on 

"real case studies, which exposed me to environmental 

consulting and taught me how to write professional 

reports. " She says, "By the time I graduated, I felt that 

I was equipped with the necessary tools and skills to 

pursue a career in academia or in consulting. " As director 

of ECODIT Liban, Karim El-jisr (BS '97, MS '99) has 

been involved in a wide range of environmental projects 

including the establishment of the Lebanon Mountain 

Trail (see box) and several assessments to improve waste 

management services in Lebanon and the Arab region. 

A number of IGESP alumni also work in the nonprofit 

sector in Lebanon and the Arab world. Wael Hmaidan (BS 

'99) is the founder and executive director of Indy ACT, a 

group of environmental, social, and cultural activists in the 

Arab World. Hmaidan, who was the Arab campaigner for 

Greenpeace for many years, has led several environmental 

campaigns including the Arab Climate Campaign and the 

Zero Waste in the Arab World Campaign. He is also the 

cohost and writer of a reality environmental show on the 

Future News satellite channel, which highlights different 

environmental issues in a proactive and hands-on way 

Although IGESP alumni are living and working 

around the world, many still feel a very strong bond to 

Lebanon and the region and look forward to returning 

some day to solve what Zurayk describes as "the diversity 

of environmental problems in our region that affect the 

integrity of our ecosystems and the health of our people." 

There is now a growing recognition that the region faces 

enormous environmental challenges. The dozens of 

men and women who have graduated from AUB's IGESP 

are among those who are working to meet these 

challenges. 
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Anyone who knows Lebanon also 
knows that the AUB campus is one of 
the rare green spots in Beirut. With 
its fine old trees, shaded terraces, 
trimmed lawns, and impeccable 

~~- flowerbeds, the verdant shade of AUB 
beckons like a welcome oasis in the B~; 
urban desert. But just how green is 
AUB in environmental terms? What is 
AUB doing to meet the challenges of 
global warming, energy conservation, 
waste management, and recycling? 
MainGate went in search of answers, 
starting with the very landscape that 
characterizes the campus. 



Under the AUB Middle Campus Landscape (AMICAL) 

plan, ]ala Makhzoumi , coordinator of AUB's Landscape 

Design and Ecological Management Program and 

Salma Talhouk, professor of landscape , horticulture, 

and conservation, have laid out a blueprint for an 

ecologically sustainable and climare-friendly campus. 

In it, they argue in favor of native plants that are 

more affordable, require little irrigation and long-
term maintenance, and look beautiful in their natural 

surrounding. This recommendation is also in keeping 

with the biology and history of the campus and in 

sharp contrast to the move towards the standardization 

of green spaces globally. In addition, there are 

environmental savings because alien species incur 

importation costs and often have a serious detrimental 

effect on native plants. AUB has set its sights on 

taking the lead , both nationally and regionally, in 

advocating sustainability and the prudent management 

of resources. The proposed landscape will facilitate the 

University's move towards campus-wide sustainable 

management as well as showcasing how theory can be 
turned into practice. 

It will also probably come as no surprise to 

AUBites to learn that the University's Environmental 

Health Safety and Risk Management Department 

(EHSRM) , under the strict management of Azmi Imad, 

is a leader in the field in Lebanon. Committed to the 

safe disposal of hazardous materials, EHSRM follows 

stringent international guidelines and makes AUB 

the first institution in Lebanon to dispose properly 

of hazardous chemical, or bio-waste, generated in lab 
work and during hospital treatments. Since 1999, 30 

tons have been exported to Europe for safe treatment 

under the UN Basel Convention. 

At the same time, the Health Physics Services 

(HPS) division of EHSRM, responsible for safety 

and disposal of radioisotopes, ionizing, and non 

ionizing radiation at AUB, has an agreement with the 

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) , through 

the Lebanese Atomic Energy Commission (LAEC), 

to dispose of unwanted radioactive sources , such 
as Cobalt-60, which is used in sterilizing medical 

equipment, radiography, radiotherapy, and lab work. 

EHSRM is also credited as being the only 

organization in Lebanon that supervises and monitors 

asbestos abatement projects by encapsulating the 
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asbestos in concrete for safe burial underground. 

Asbestos dust is highly dangerous to human health 

and must be safely trapped and stored. Imad expresses 

concern that there is no other program for this type of 

safe disposal in Beirut, especially given the amount of 

demolition going on in the city. 

While AUB has contracted out the management of 

its bio-waste, EHSRM closely monitors and audits the 

cleaning methods. On average around 18 tons of bio
hazardous waste is collected for treatment each month. 

Recycling is an important component in any 

green inventory and the EHSRM takes pride in being 

involved in many aspects of AUB's recycling efforts. 

In its own area of expertise , EHSRM has reduced the 

cost of purchasing chemicals by recycling around 200 

kilograms of hazardous chemicals and pathology and 

laboratory medicine each year. It has also helped reduce 

hazardous chemical levels by encouraging departments 

to use less hazardous materials in areas such as 

pathology and laboratory medicine and recommending 

the phasing out of mercury from the AUB Medical 
Center, the only center in Lebanon to do so. 

The Campus Recycling Program, which was 

initiated in 1998 by the Biology Students Society and 

the Environment Club, was formalized in March 1999, 

when President Waterbury appointed the University 

Recycling Committee (URC) . The AUB campus is now 

equipped with paper recycling bins and boxes and 

collection is coordinated among several university 

departments, with support from the Physical Plant 

team. 

In addition to the bins and receptacles dotted 
around campus that collect glass , cans , and litter, the 

University also recycles print cartridges and ribbons 

and collects and reforms cooking oil from the cafeteria 

and residences. Further recycling initiatives are in the 

pipeline for plastic, toner, x-ray films , and batteries. 

Recycled plastic furniture , designed and built 

by the Physical Plant, is used throughout campus. 

Marcelino Romanos, director of the Physical Plant, 

believes AUB is on the right track with its recycling 
policy and energy conservation measures, but, he 

cautions, it is a never ending process. Indeed, with 

so many buildings (58 in all), of different ages and 

standards to maintain , Romanos explains that energy 

saving initiatives must be pursued one at a time. Each 





year a new tranche of work is authorized-such as 

efficient lighting, automatic sensors for lights and 

air conditioners, double glazed window replacement, 

automated hand washing systems, low flow faucets 

and showerheads-in a balancing act that weighs need 

against budget. 

The Energy Research Group of the Faculty of 
Engineering and Architecture (FEA) , led by Professor 

Sami Karaki , recently conducted an energy analysis 

on campus. This systematic audit of eight buildings, 

based on a US Department of Energy (DOE) building 

simulation program, climate data for Beirut, and data 

logging of electrical equipment to achieve a baseline 

energy scenario , explored low cost energy saving 

strategies and potential emission reduction in response 

to global warming. 

Early results have been positive indicating that 

at least 20 percent of the energy currently being 

used could be saved with no sacrifice in comfort or 

productivity by careful operation of heating, ventilating 

and air conditioning units , and installing high 

efficiency lighting and energy management control 

systems. At the same time, measurement levels of 

carbon dioxide in high usage classrooms indicate the 

need to install fresh air systems. 

The audit concludes with a series of 

recommendations , many of which have already been 

implemented on campus during renovations by the 

Physical Plant, including seeking LEED (Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design, a US Green Building 

Rating System) certification for new and renovated 

buildings. 

Mohammad Tassi , project manager of the Facilities 
Planning and Design Unit (FPDU), is Lebanon's 

first LEED Accredited Professional. He and Bassem 

Barhoumi, director of FPDU , take special pride in the 

fact that the planned Irani/Oxy Engineering Complex 

is the first LEED registered project in Lebanon. The 

Charles W. Hostler Student Center and the future 

Olayan School of Business will also be showcases for 

AUB's commitment to environmentally sound buildings 

according to LEED's six main criteria for sustainability, 

which evaluate site sustainability, water efficiency, 

energy and atmosphere, materials and resources, indoor 

environmental quality, and innovation and design 

process. Tassi and Barhoumi are quick to stress that 
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AUB's commitment to LEED applies to renovations as 
well as new buildings. 

A tour of the Hostler Center provides an 

exhaustive list of environmentally friendly features , 

starting with the fact that the materials that were 

excavated were used as backfill on the site and 

nearby streets and the University's attempt to source 

construction materials from within a radius of 500 

miles. The building itself is a mosaic of open and 

closed spaces, light and shade, with soothing water 

walls and generous rooftop greenery, walkways , and 

even "planted walls" protecting outside staircases-all 

contributing to natural cooling and carbon emission 

controls. Key features of the Hostler Center are its 

seawater cooling system, the use of non-toxic building 

materials , and the intelligent use of solar heating and 

natural wind cooling factors. In addition, because of 

grey water recycling, use of low consumption faucets , 

and rain water collection, the use of potable water will 

be minimized. 

The basement of the Hostler Center is a 

netherworld of energy-efficient machinery linked to the 

campus power and steam plants through a subterranean 

tunnel beneath the new, "waterless" Green Field. AUB's 

power plant has been run on high grade diesel fuel 

to reduce air pollution for years. Thanks to excellent 

management and maintenance practices, its generators 

exceed expectations in terms of cost savings and 

capacity. 

While Physical Plant engineers strive to achieve 

maximum results, their academic colleagues at FEA 

lead the field in research into new and better energy 

AUB has set its sights on taking the 

lead, both nationally and regionally, 

in advocating sustainability and the 

prudent management of resources. 

The proposed landscape will facilitate 

the University's move towards 

campus-wide sustainable management 

as well as showcasing how theory can 

be turned into practice. 



solutions. Endowed Qatar Chair in Enr.rgy Studies and 

Mechanical Engineering Professor Nasreen Ghaddar 

heads a team working closely with the Lebanese 

Ministry of Environment. In addition, Karaki works 

with an international group charged with designing 

and testing a hybrid renewable energy system for arid 

climate conditions. 

The Issam Fares Institute for Public Policy and 

International Affairs (IFI) has identified over 20 AUB 

faculty members whose research touches on climate 

change and global warming issues. All will become 

active participants in IFI's new Research and Policy 

Forum on Climate Change in the Arab Region. This 

exciting new initiative will facilitate the exchange of 

information and ideas through meetings and lectures, 

as well as sponsoring new research and establishing 

a central research database on climate change related 

issues. 

Within a matter of weeks work will begin on 

the new IFI building on the site of the old infirmary. 

When demolition starts, the hard working team from 

the Physical Plant, Imad from EHSRM, engineers 

Barhoumi and Tassi from FPDU, and many others , will 

be focused on the safe removal of old building materials 

and equipment and the use of best practice methods 

to install the new. One feature of the site that will not 

be disturbed is an impressive row of tall trees that will 

provide shade and comfort as they have always done. 

Close by, gardeners are planting shrubs and vines , 

creating "green walls" along the campus perimeter. 

This one snapshot of change and preservation captures 

AUB's "green" credentials in every sense of the 

word. 

-Maureen Ali 

Support Farmers Marl<ets 
They're good for your health and the environment: 

th food tastes better, and you supeort local, 

or anic, and inde~ndent farmers 
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alumni happenings 

In his opening remarks at WAAAUB's 

first annual convention, President 

Waterbury addressed AUB alumni: 

"Do not think for a minute that you, as 

alumni, cannot make a difference." As 

the only alumni association recognized 

by AUB, WAAAUB leadership and 

members are already rising to this 

challenge. More than 1 00 participants 

from 17 countries including presidents 

Worldwide Alumni Association of 
the American University of Beirut 

and representatives from 25 alumni 

chapters in Lebanon, the Middle East 

and North Africa, North America, and 

Europe participated in the convention 

on the AUB campus January 11-13. 



It was a unique opportunity for chap

ter presidents, representatives, and 

alumni from around the world to meet 

and exchange their views on issues of 

interest to them and their Alma Mater. 

The opening session featured 

speeches by AUB President John 

Waterbury, WAAAUB President HE 

Khalil Makkawi , WAAAUB Council 

Chair Faisal Mutawa, and a keynote 

speech by HE Najib Mikati. During 

the general meeting of the WAAAUB 

a l u m n 

Board of Directors and Alumni Coun

cil, representatives from ten alumni 

chapters made presentations. Later 

that afternoon, WAAAUB Council and 

Board members convened to hear 

the three WAAAUB Standing Com

mittees present their strategies and 

goals. After discussion and amend

ments, the proposed strategies were 

approved. Participants ended the first 

day of meetings with a festive dinner 

overlooking the Mediterranean. 

Beyond Bliss Street 
happenings 

The WAAAUB Board of 
Directors, the Alumni 
Council, and its standing 
committees have already 
begun to implement their 
strategies and goals. 
They look forward to 
involving as many alumni 
as possible in these 
activities. 



During the final session on 

January 13, alumni-at-large and the 

Alumni Council contributed additional 

comments and suggestions on vari

ous aspects of WAAAUB strategies 

and policies. 

Contacting Alumni Trustees: 

As reported in the winter 2008 Main

Gate, three alumni were elected to 

THREE WORDS .. . 

Musings on a weekend with 
WAAAUB by committee 
member Elie Moussalli 

. .. Looking out the picture window 

on the fourteenth floor of the hotel, the 

Clock Tower was to the left, and to the 

right, Sannine, a luminous and white 

with snow were reassuringly familiar. I 

am home. I started my short walk to 

the Medical Gate and wanted to enjoy 

the calm refuge of this lovely patch 

and what it meant to me. 

After all the speeches and pres

entations, after all the heated debates, 

forceful representations and disagree

ments about this new creature called 

WAAAUB that we were in the process 

of bringing into existence, after the 

fancy dinner at Mandaloun sur Mer, 

after the Sunday morning reports from 

all three committees, I mused over 

three words that summed up the 

weekend for me. 

First, a German word, heimweh , 

which implies a sense of connec

tion to a place that far exceeds the 

inadequate English translation, home 

sickness. Think of Fairouz and what 

she evokes, especially the mind of 

the Lebanese and you get close to 

the meaning of heimweh. We came 
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the AUB Board of Trustees through 

the global WAAAUB elections. This 

is a historic first for alumni and 

AUB. These alumni trustees will be 

working to strengthen the ties and 

increase communication between 

the AUB Board, WAAAUB, and all 

alumni. The WAAAUB alumni trustee 

names can be found at http://www. 

au b. ed u .lb/ developmentlwaaau b/ 

Elections_results_07. pdf 

They look forward to hearing from 

you by email: alumnibot@aub.edu.lb 

Celebrating WAAAUB! Let to right: AUB Trustees Farouk Jabre and Abdul Salam Haykal, President Waterbury, WAAAUB 
President Dr. Khalil Makkawi, WAAAUB Treasurer Karam Doumet, WAAAUB Secretary Muhieddine Doughan 

from as far as Pakistan and North 

America and all points in between to 

this cherished patch on the Eastern 

Mediterranean because we are con

nected to it collectively by a sense of 

a past that goes back 140 years and 

hope for a bright future. 

The second word, wabisabi, is 

Japanese and is actually composed 

of two words, wabi and sabi and is 

difficult to translate. The combined 

word can connote a quality of austere 

and serene beauty expressing a mood 

of spiritual solitude. It can also mean 

simple, as in not particularly gorgeous, 

but also special and dear. An exten

sion of this meaning is valuing the 

imperfect or appreciating imperfec

tion. Certainly the WAAAUB we were 

trying to create was less than perfect, 

which, paradoxically, is good. We 

need to embrace and appreciate our 

imperfection because therein lies the 

potential for continued improvement 

and adaptation. 

The third one is not a word but a 

phrase in Latin. Nunc est bibendum, 

literally, "now is the time to drink," 

an invitation to celebrate. And boy 

did we celebrate! You just had to 

be at the Mandaloun sur Mer on that 

Saturday night to feel the collective 

and infectious exuberance there. 

So let us continue to cherish this 

beautiful campus of ours and what 

it stands for; let us appreciate our 

imperfections and move on, and let us 

celebrate our accomplishments. 

Elie Moussalli (BS '69, MS '72) 

( More On-line \J 



a l u m n 
Beyond Bliss Street 
happenings 

MIDDLE EAST On January 14 Committee Bahrain Chapter 
Abu Dhabi Association 

Abu Dhabi Branch Royal Fun Day 

On December 14 the AUB Alumni 

Association Committee of Abu Dhabi 

held its 21st annual AUB Royal Fam

ily Fun Day at the West Wing of 

the Emirates Palace. More than 650 

AUB alumni and friends attended the 

outdoor event with their families. It 

was a perfectly sunny day to enjoy the 

beach, the pool , and the lazy river at 

the Emirates Palace. 

President Gisele Nasser and mem

bers Ramzi Kteily and Jirji Bsheer 

visited the AUB campus to present 

a check for $100,000, part of the 

chapter's generous annual donation to 

its Endowment Fund. 

. Ramzi Kteily (BA '64), Giselle Qayaleh Nasser (BA 
'72), President Waterbury and Jerji Bsheer (BA '7 4) 

The founding members of the AUB 

Alumni Society in Bahrain held board 

elections on February 23 at PRIME 

premises in the presence of 21 

members and two representatives 

from the Ministry of Social Develop

ment. Shaikha Mai AI Otaibi was 

elected president, Salma Basha vice 

president, Zahra Tabbara secretary, 

Munira AI Zoubi treasurer, Janan 

Habib chairperson of the Cultural and 

Social Committee, Adnan Bseisou 

public relations office liaison with 

Read an article on the historic links 
between Bahrain and AUB, written by 
Or. Abdul-Rahman Abdallah Bou Ali , in 
MainGate on-line. 

( More On-line ~tJ 

Partners hi s forAUB 
I received my MD from the French Faculty of Medicine in Beirut in 1945 and spent 23 years 
as a senior WHO adviser and country representative in the MENA region. When my wife and I 
returned to Beirut in 1975, we proudly watched two of our daughters, Samia and Asma, graduate 
from A UB--one in nursing, the other in math-and go on to excel in their graduate studies 
and careers in the United States. Their solid AUB education gave them leadership 
abilities, professionalism, compassion, and an abiding appreciation of AUB. 

I've had a long career in health care, and I believe that the AUB 
School of Nursing offers arguably the best nursing education in the Middle 
East. Despite moving to the States many years ago, my family has remained 

connected to AUB. This, compounded by today's worldwide 
shortage, led me to establish a scholarship in recognition of the 

of health care and education offered by AUBMC 
--"""~'"'v• of Nursing. 

Mansour Farah, Atlanta, GA 
~rolai'Sh1iP Fund 



Bahrain Chapter. Left to right: Munira AI Zoubi (BBA '78) , Zahra Tabbara (MS '74), Adnan Bseisou (BA 
'53, MA '58), Salma Basha (BA '82), Shaikha Mai AI Otaibi (BA '72), Dhafer AI Umran (BA '73), and 
Janan Habib (BAR '79) 

AUB,, Beirut, and Dhafer AI Umran respected companies in Saudi Arabia. 

communication officer. The board Because of the success of the gala 

invites al l AUB alumni in Bahrain to dinner, the Riyadh Chapter is plan-

join this society by emailing aubalum- ning to organize a joint activity with 

nibahrain@gmail.com. the Jeddah and the Eastern Province 

chapters later this spring. The Riyadh 

Eastern Province Chapter Chapter would like to thank all its 

On February 14 the Eastern Province friends who made this event possible 

Alumni Branch celebrated Valentine's and contributed to its success. 

Day at the Pizza Pomodoro Restaurant 

in the Golden Tulip Hotel in Bahrain. 

More than 120 alumni from Kingdom 

of Saudi Arabia and Bahrain attended 

this dinner, and the chapter was proud 

to welcome Lebanese Ambassador to 

Bahrain Aziz Azzi and his family and 

First Secretary Myrna Khawly. 

Riyadh Chapter 

The WAAAUB Riyadh Chapter held 

its first grand event for the year on 

February 7. The Winter Gala Dinner 

was a huge success, with tickets 

selling out two weeks in advance. 

More than 450 alumni, friends, and 

distinguished guests attended the 

dinner party. The chapter collected 

a record number of contributions and 

grants to benefit the Riyadh Chapter 

Scholarship Fund. Many guests won 

valuable prizes including airline tickets 

and vacation packages donated by 
Riyadh Chapter Winter Gala 

Why recycle? 

NORTH AMERICA 
Greater Washington Chapter 

On the evening of March 5 the lovely 

residence of HE Ambassador Chedid, 

Lebanon's envoy in the United States, 

was transformed into a bustling art 

gallery for an event organized by the 

Greater Washington, DC Chapter. 

Works by George Akl and Choucral

lah Fattouh, two of Lebanon's most 

prominent painters, were displayed in 

an exhibit entitled Nostalgia and Hope. 

Ambassador Chedid noted that "the 

evening is an occasion to show the 

beautiful side of Lebanon, one that is 

alive and well, even if the news coming 

from our ·country isn't always good. 

Here we are together and united. And 

that is how it should be everywhere." 

Chapter President Ghada Rihani added 

that while Lebanon has a lively arts 

scene, "we only hear about conflict, 

~~ MainGate Spr1ng 2008 
Recyclin of one aluminum can save enough energy to run a lV for three hours. 



Beyond Bliss Street 
alum n i happenings 

dissention, and violence. While this 

does exist, the country remains a great 

source of inspiration. We wanted to 

put together this exhibition as an act 

benefiting the Greater Washington, DC 

Scholarship Fund. The chapter thanks 

the evening 's sponsors for their gener

ous support: Mr. and Mrs. Joseph 

of 'cultural diplomacy."' While enjoy- Ciccipio, Gabro Printing, and Papyrus 

ing the hospitality of Ambassador Design . 

and Mrs. Chedid, guests perused the 

captivating imagery relating to Lebanon 

and beyond. Alumni purchased many 

paintings that evening, with proceeds 

( More On-line ~J 

Washington, DC Chapter: Hadi Fakhouri, 
former chapter vice president; Ghada Rihani, 
chapter president; Abdo Sabban, former 
president; Gigi Saghir, former member-at-large 
of the executive committee; Zeina Soueidan, 
chapter secretary 

Ma1nGate Spring 2008 ~~ 



Ohio Valley Chapter 

On February 16 Midwestern AUBites 

from Cincinnati, Dayton, and northern 

Kentucky got together for the first time 

at the home of Thor and Ingrid Jacobs 

in Cincinnati , Ohio and had lots of 

fun networking and reminiscing about 

their days at AUB. It was only the 

second event in the chapter's short 

history, established in August 2007. 

Membership includes alumni from 

Toledo, Cleveland, Columbus, Dayton, 

Cincinnati , and northern Kentucky. 

More than 20 people gathered around 

Midwest Chapter gala (left to right): Ara 
Tekian (BS '75, MS '79, PhD '81 ); Dr. Raffy 
Hovanessian (BS '58, MD '62); Marlene Abi 
Mansour (BS '80); Rashid Khalidi (former fac
ulty); Dr. Michelllbawi (BS '67, MD '71) 

professor of Arab Studies at Columbia 

University and the director of the Mid

dle East Institute of the School of 

Ohio Chapter (left to right): Samia Farhat, Nancy EI-Khoury, Laure McMillen, Ingrid Jacobs, and a friend of 
the Jacobs family. 

a rich assortment of Middle Eastern 

foods and drinks. During her address, 

Chapter President Hala Zahreddine 

described the recent history of the 

chapter, its core values, goals, and 

vision for the future . Alumni are 

enthusiastically planning future din

ners and cultural gatherings. For new 

and upcoming events, check www. 

aub.edu/alumni or contact ohioval

leychapter@cox.net. 

Midwest Chapter 

On February 23 the Midwest Chapter 

had its annual gala banquet at the Ritz 

Carlton in downtown Chicago. World 

renowned historian Rashid Khalidi, 
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International and Public Affairs , kicked 

off the event with a presentation, 'The 

New Cold War in the Middle East: the 

US and Iran," which was followed by 

a question and answer session. The 

banquet afterwards was capped off 

with a live band that had alumni danc

ing past midnight. Alumni who braved 

the thick snow that covered Chicago 

that evening were rewarded with many 

opportunities to renew old friendships. 

The success of the evening relied on 
the efforts of the chapter board mem

bers and their spouses, Vice President 

Michel llbawi, Secretary Marlene Abi 

Mansour, Treasurer Raffy Hovanessian, 

and particularly, President A. Tekian . 

Alumni ~ 
On-line 
Community 

The American University of Beirut 

Alumni On-line Community 
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Reminiscences of· the Campus 
As a junior at AUB, I lived with three 
other students in a room directly 
under the clock tower in College 
Hall. At midnight the room shook and 
shuddered when the clock chimed 
twelve times. 

On a recent walk on AUB's 
campus, I could not help but' remember 
vividly the days I spent there (and in 
that clock tower) from 1943 to 1950 
when I graduated from the Faculty 
of Medicine, which, in my days, was 
known as the School of Medicine. 

The magnificent buildings of the 
campus are just as impressive as before. 
Except for College Hall, the exteriors 
have not changed much. Inside, things 
are different. In my days, College Hall 
had classrooms on the ground floor, 
the second floor was occupied entirely 
by the University Library, and there were 
student dormitories on the top floor, 
where I lived. You could enter directly 
into Ada Dodge Hall coming down 
from the steps of the Main Gate. There 
was a long corridor on the left side 
with the restaurant where students had 

their meals. The administrative offices, 
including the Registrar's Office and 

the office of the AUB president, 

were located on the right side of the 
corridor. Today the entire ground floor is 
occupied by a spacious restaurant for 

students and faculty. 

Wr,'re. . . 
MainGate ro us I 
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I remember with nostalgia the 
shaded pathways where we used to 
loiter, and the benches where we used 
to sit, admiring the blue Mediterranean 
on one side and the snow-capped 
peaks of Sannine on the other. The 
Green Oval in front of Fisk and Jesup 
Halls, and the fountain next to College 
Hall , are relatively new features that 
make the campus even more attractive 
than it was in my days. 

Although I was impressed with 
the physical changes of the campus I 
was struck even more by the changes 
in the student body. Recently, most 
of the students on campus seem to 
come from different parts of Lebanon. 
In my days, the campus was an 
international arena where students 
from the east and from the west 
coexisted in harmony. There were 
students from Iran, Afghanistan, and 
India. There were also students from 
Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, and Egypt 
with whom we had to speak in English 
because we could not understand 
each other's dialect in Arabic. World 
War II was raging in Europe, and 
we had an influx of European Jews 
who came from Germany and Eastern 
Europe. We also had a number of 
pretty young Polish ladies who were 
staunch Catholics. 

In first year medicine almost one
third of our class were European Jews. 
We also had four Polish ladies, and a 
Sikh gentleman from India in the class. 
When we were in third year medicine 
all the European Jews left when war 
broke out in Palestine in 1948. Two of 
the Polish ladies also left for different 
reasons, but the remaining two Polish 
ladies received their medical degrees 
with me in 1950. 

With all these departures we 
ended up as one of the smallest 
classes to graduate from the School of 
Medicine. But even then our fifth year 
class in medicine was an international 
mix. The class had four students 
from Lebanon , five came from different 
towns in Syria, three from Palestine, 
two from Iraq, one .from Jordan, an 
American from New York, and one 
from Cyprus, the two Polish ladies 
I already mentioned, and the Sikh 
gentleman with his white turban. This 
was indeed an impressive international 
group of 20 students who received 
their medical degrees in 1950. 

I have always been proud of 
having been an AUB student at a time 
when the experiences we gained from 
the varied cultural interchange was as 
valuable as the knowledge imparted 
to us in the classroom. (i) 

-Jacob Thaddeus (MD '50) 
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Dean Emeritus Nuhad Daghir 
is one of many AUB professors 
who moved in and out of the 
University and/or Lebanon 
during the fifteen-year 
Lebanese civil war between 
1975 and 1990. He returned 
to AUBin 1996 as dean of the 
Faculty of Agricultural and 
Food Sciences (FAFS). When 
he retired last year, he served 
briefly as acting provost. Daghir 
is the first Lebanese dean to 
be appointed Dean Emeritus. 

When did you first arrive at AUB? 

When I was only five, I went to IC. 

It was still a part of AUB. When I 

graduated I went to look around 

AUB. People asked, "Why don't you 

start in agriculture? It won't cost a 

penny. The USAID program provides 

full scholarships, pays for books, and 

everything." And that's how I got into 

agriculture at AUB. 

What were your first impressions 

of agriculture? It had to be a new 

program for most of the students 

then. 

As a freshman, I did not get a real feel 

for agriculture, with the exception of 

one course Dean Samuel Edgecombe 

taught. For one hour each week he 

talked to us about various fields in 

agriculture. Those hours got me more 

into the subject, but what really involved 

me was a six-month visit to the United 

States. At the end of my freshman 

It was quite an experience for an 

18-year old who had never been out of 

Lebanon. After a week of orientation in 

Washington, DC, we were sent to live 

and work on farms all over the country. 

I spent three months in Indiana and 

three in Arkansas. And this is how 

I got interested in my field-poultry 

science. In Indiana I worked on two 

poultry farms - one in Mentone, "the 

egg basket of the middle west." The 

other farm raised corn and pigs as well 

as poultry. In Arkansas the two ranches 

where I worked raised cattle, pigs, 

corn, and cotton, as well as poultry. 

What did you do after you 

graduated from AUB? 

After I received my BS in agriculture 

in 1957, I worked for one year in 

extension and rural development on 

the farm (AREC). We worked with 12 

vil lages around the farm-sometimes 

bringing the farmers in for field days 

to show them the research that was 

going on-about, for example, the 

right kinds of fertilizer to use-and 

then sometimes visiting their farms and 

villages. Unfortunately that all came to 

an end in 1958 when fighting broke 

out, and we had to stay on the farm. 

How can you do extension staying on 

the farm? So I decided to continue my 

studies. I did my MS and my PhD at 

Iowa State University in poultry nutrition 

with minors in veterinary physiology 

and biochemistry. 

And then you returned to AUB a 

second time? 

year, I was nominated by the faculty The faculty was looking for somebody 

to participate in the International Farm 

Youth Exchange Program. Although it 

meant that I would lose one year of my 

studies, I finally accepted . 

in my field. I applied from the United 

States and was interviewed by Dean 

Robert Nichols at Iowa State. I took 

up my position as assistant professor 

of poultry science and nutrition in July 

1962. 

What were your impressions 

when you returned to AUB as a 

professor? 

AUB had exceptionally bright students, 

a select group. However, atthetime, I felt 

that AUB students were too "bookish." 

The agriculture students needed more 

hands-on experience. They did not 

come from rural backgrounds, and 

most had not even driven a tractor 

before. So I emphasized hands-on 

learning in my teaching. 

What do you think your former 

students would remember about 

you? 

They would probably remember how 

strict I was in the lab. I didn't want to 

see students sitting in the lab watching 

another student doing the work. As 

for my graduate students, they would 

probably remember that I was with 

them not mainly as a professor, but 

as a colleague. I worked with them, 

and I was with them all the time. My 

students had to learn that they were 

working in an exact science and every 

second counts. This is the first truth: 

You have to be exact in your work. 

Do you keep in touch with any of 

your former students? 

I do. Over 40 MS students worked 

with me, and I still feel close to them. 

We exchange emails and sometimes 

meet at conferences and scientific 

meetings-often in the United States. 

During your time at AUB, what 

were the biggest changes on 

campus? 

AUB has gone through several eras. The 
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years between 1962 and 1975 were 

the golden era. AUB was developing 

new programs, starting PhD studies, 

and getting more new faculty from 

abroad . When I came in 1962, more 

than 50 percent of the faculty were 

expatriates, and the dean then wanted 

to bring in Lebanese AUB graduates to 

provide some continuity. 

Dean Daghir addressing the Institute of Food 
Technologists at the annual meeting in Chicago 
in July 2007 

The war created most of the 

changes at AUB during my time. Take 

the faculty, for example. In 1975 there 

were 35 full -time PhDs in agriculture. 

Gradually they started leaving. First 

the expats in '76, '77, and '78. And 

then the nationals, but what helped 

agriculture was that some of these 

nationals did not go far. We had a 

program in Saudi Arabia, organized by 

what was then called AUB Services, 

now known as REP (Regional External 

Programs). We had faculty members 

seconded there, but many of them 

came back, so we didn't lose them. 

Others left permanently. When I went to 

Saudi Arabia to join the team in 1984, 

there were only 15 faculty members 

left in FAFS. One of the big changes 

was that faculty members during those 

difficult war years left AUB to teach and 

work outside Lebanon. 

I was no exception. After Saudi 

Arabia, I worked in industry in Ontario, 
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Canada where I headed technical 

services and the research and 

development program for Shaver Poultry 

Breeding Farms, Ltd. The company 

contracted the research out to various 

universities, and one of my jobs was to 

meet with the professors and develop 

the research material for the company. 

I visited more than 40 countries all over 

the world in that job. It's remarkable 

how much you benefit from experience 

in industry. I recommend that every 

served once again as associate dean 

under Dean Tom Sutherland. 

In 1996, I became dean of the 

faculty. When I returned to AUB that 

year things were picking up, but in 

FAFS we had only 300 students, 

and the financial situation was bad. 

But in the first five years of my 

deanship we were able to develop 

two new undergraduate programs 

(one in landscape design and eco

management and the other in food 
professor, if he/she has the chance, science and management) , boost 
spend one or two years in industry, for enrollment from 300 to 600 students, 
then you become more sensitive to the and turn the financial situation around. 
needs of the students. We began making money for the 

Next I was dean of agriculture University by increasing enrollment, 
at the United Arab Emirates National getting support for research 
University from 1992 to 1996. So I from outside the University, and 
don't know much about AUB from 

1984 to 1996. But from 1975 until1984 

we were in a period of stagnation. We 

were, at least in FAFS, just surviving. 

Tell us about your years as dean 

ofFAFS. 

When President Kirkwood appointed 

Dean James Cowan interim president 

in 1976, Dean Cowan asked me to 

serve as acting dean, a position I 

held until 1978. Then with Dean John 

Fisher I stayed on for one year as 

associate dean before returning to the 

United Sates for my sabbatical year. I 

strengthening the role of the farm. 

What has been the impact of AUB 

on your life? 

AUB has been my life, and it will 

continue to be my life. AUB is unique, 

because it tries-and I'm speaking 

here from the point of a professional 

school-to produce a complete 

individual, rather than a technician or 

an expert. You become an expert, 

but also a person with culture, wide 

interests, and sensitivity to the ideas 

of others. All of these values I acquired 

from AUB. 

Dean Daghir and his family in New York City at the AUB BOT dinner honoring him in November 2006 
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Why did you decide to step down projects. One, financed by the Lebanese 

as dean? National Council for Scientific Research, 

From the beginning I felt I should is studying the effect of different oils 

step down as soon as I had done on the composition of eggs to see if 

what I had planned to do. With every we can increase the Omega 3 fatty 

administrative position, there is a time acids in eggs-important for the health 

to go. You feel as if you've done of the heart. More and more work is 

everything, and I'd reached a stage being done on eggs as a medium of 

when I thought I should slow down. transporting components important for 

The time was appropriate to bring health. In the other project, financed by 

in somebody younger-a different Mercy Corps, we are trying to encourage 

style, a different outlook, a different farmers in the Beqa'a to produce more 

approach. Looking back, ten years is forage crops like corn and alfalfa. There 

long enough. is a good market for these products, 

I served as acting provost but little for produce like potatoes or 

last year, but now I am retired . The sugar beet. We're wrapping up this 

University has kindly provided me project, and have been very successful. 

with this office so I can continue with We've trained 3,000 farmers on how to 

my research. produce these crops. 

What are you working on in your 

retirement? 

Right there on my desk are the proofs 

of a complete revision of my textbook, 

Poultry Production in Hot Climates, first 

published in 1995. I've been working 

on the rewriting for over a year now. 

I'm also finishing a couple of research 

As you retire from the University, 

what message would you like to 

leave your students? 

My message would be, "Whatever you 

do, do it well. If you are unhappy in what 

you are doing, get out. You cannot do 

a good job in anything if you 're IT\ 
not happy in it. " \ge) 

cwrap. 

Eggstra, eggstra ... 
Are you still unhappy about cutting 

down on your regular breakfast egg? 

Despite the poor press the egg has 

been receiving in recent years, it is 

considered as nature's most complete 

food , containing high quality proteins, 

all the vitamins except vitamin C, the 

ideal ratio of unsaturated to saturated 

fats, and a good supply of iron, phos

phorous, and several other minerals. 

Dean Daghir and M. Farran, also from 

FAFS, G. Barbour from the Lebanese 

Agricultural Research Institute, and N. 

Usayran from the Lebanese University, 

supported by the Lebanese National 

Council for Scientific Research, have 

been working to rehabilitate the humble 

egg by unraveling its health benefits . 

One discovery is that through feeding 

hens certain ingredients, Omega-3 fatty 

acids can be increased in the egg yolk. 

Daghir's research has centered during 

the past year on the effects of different 

plant oils (soybean, sunflower, and saf

flower oils) on the yolk fatty acid profile 

of eggs from hens receiving these oils . 

Results so far indicate that soybean 

oil increases Omega-3 fatty acids in 

yolk more than other oils . Enjoy your 

breakfast! 

Q 
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When she was in high school, Bolivian 

Georgina Catacora-Vargas (MSc '03) 

was already searching for a career that 

involved taking "care of nature while 

helping and interacting with people. " 

She started her studies at the state 

university in Bolivia, but the chaotic 

political situation in the mid- '90s moved 

her to Costa Rica's Earth University to 

pursue her goals. 

University President 

Jose Zaglul had 

arranged an 

exchange program 

with his alma 

mater, AUB, and at 

the 2000 Salzburg 

seminar organized 

by Earth, she met 

AUB Professor 

Rami Zurayk 

and President 

p r o f l e 

biodiversity, organic agriculture, 

and sustainable development. She 

explained: "The combination of stud

ies and work helped me to discover 

and enjoy Lebanon. Getting into rural 

agricultural communities from north 

to south and into institutions related 

to agricultural development and bio

diversity conservation in parallel with 

teachers at AUB (and elsewhere in the 

world): Professor Rami Zurayk for his 

"passion for life and rural livelihoods"; 

Salma Talhouk, her adviser, for her care 

for nature and her "women's strength 

in professional issues;" Karim Makdisi 

for his "openness to young people 

and their ideas. " In turn, Professor 

Rami Zurayk remembers Georgina 

John Waterbury. 

Professor Zurayk's 

"stories about 

the Beqa'a Valley 

encouraged [her] 
Catacora-Vargas with peasant women involved in local organic market development, 
ltapaya, Cochabamba, Bolivia. 

Catacora-Vargas: 

"her impressive 

work standards" 

and her great

est strength- her 

"ability to interact 

and establish trust 

with people of 

diverse cultures 

and backgrounds 

. . . in spite of the 

language barrier. " 

(Catacora-Vargas 

described learning 

key words together 

with farmers by 

using improvised 

"blackboards" and 

decision to go to 

Lebanon," and just three years later 

she received her MSc in environmental 

sciences with a major in ecosystem 

management from AUB. 

While in Lebanon Catacora

Vargas became dedicated to 
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my studies was for me a great chance 

given by AUB to my professional and 

human enrichment. Thanks to that 

experience, Lebanon is for me a kind 

of second home country." 

Catacora-Vargas remembers her 

"chalk"-earth 

plots and wooden sticks.) 

Although she saw her work in 

Lebanon after receiving her MS as a 

means of "giving back something this 

country gave to me," she also had 

a strong feeling about "contributing 



answers and strategies to the socio

economic and environmental prob

lems" of her own country, Bolivia, 

and the entire Latin American region. 

Back home, she started a second 

master's degree in agro-ecology and 

sustainable development, which she 

attained from Universidad Mayor de 

San Simon in 2005. 

Since leaving Lebanon Catacora

Vargas has worked as a consultant 

for many environmental, farming, and 

marketing projects. Her efforts on 

behalf of farmers and the environment 

keep her fully committed on a daily 

basis. She fights against the "massive 

damage" of deforestation, conven

tional agriculture, toxic chemicals, and 

genetically modified seed. She sup

ports natural resources, local flora use 

and conservation, local markets, and 

natural processing and packaging . 

When she works closely with local 

organic markets she promotes social 

construction, creativity, flexibility, and 

the need for public awareness. 

Catacora-Vargas's devotion to 

both nature and human beings con

tinues to animate her commitment to 

everything she does. Working tightly 

with farmers and rural communities, 
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campesino a campesino, she talks 

passionately about the need to move 

against the damaging practice of 

common trade with its emphasis on 

exportation rather than use of local 

products. She seeks vigorously to 

mitigate negative effects: the weaken

ing of traditional agricultural patterns 

and practices leading to the long 

term break-down of rural communi

ties, pollution from chemical additives, 

and degradation of limited natural 

resources such as soil and water. 

All her endeavors come back 

to the needs of the people. For her, 

the most rewarding part of her work 

is when "farmers, consumers, and 

children interact in the fields." At those 

moments, she says, "the farmer is no 

longer an unknown face, and organic 

products acquire an identity." She 

sees consumers and farmers joining 

together to build a social network 

promoted by organic agriculture. They 

would work with mutual trust, affirm

ing both "the social and ecological 

function of organic 

farmers." 

Giving many people, she says, espe

cially children, the chance to access 

healthy food provides "a way to tighten 

my relationship with farmers ... Now 

I can say that the organic farmers I 

work with are my philosophy partners, 

my friends and support, and children 

are my motivation to continue working 

in this field." 

Catacora-Vargas has always been 

actively engaged even when studying. 

While still a student in Lebanon she 

worked as a technical assistant with 

a Japanese research organization, an 

intern with ESCWA, a project assistant 

at a regional environmental Consul

tancy company for projects related 

to the Ministry of Environment, and a 

consultant with World Vision. Back in 

Latin America she continued her work 

as adviser to Earth Link and Advanced 

Resources Development in Lebanon, 

and is currently project manager of 

the AGRECOL Andes Foundation's 

ECO Fair Project in Bolivia and jointly 

responsible for Tierra Viva, a civilian 

organization-which she also cofound

ed-focusing on food sovereignty 

and research on the socio-economic 

impact of genetically modified organ

isms, agro-fuels, and agribusiness 

models. She is proud of being 

one of the few women hav

ing responsible positions in a 

largely male-dominated field. 

But most of all, she says, she 

"is satisfied with helping people 

improve their lives and having 

the chance to learn and 

interact with them." 
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Adnan Dakkuri 

MD (BS '62) was recently 

awarded the Distinguished 

Service Award in recognition 

of his service to Ferris State 

University (FSU), its facul

ty, and community. Dakkuri 

joined FSU in Big Rapids, 

Michigan in 1976, and is 

currently a professor of phar

maceutics. Prior to that, he 

was on the AUB faculty for 

seven years. 

I 

Nazih Shammas 
(BE '62) lives in Massachu

setts with his wife Norma, 

who is coordinator of children 

with disabilities for the State 

of Massachusetts. Their 

two sons, Sarmed (Erich) 

and Samer (Sam) work in 

Houston and Los Angeles 

respectively. In 2002, Sham

mas retired from a teaching 

career that included positions 

at the University of Michigan, 

AUB, King Saud University, 

and a deanship at the Lenox 

Institute of Water Technol-

class notes 

Walid Abu Shakra 
(BE '63), founder, chair

man, and superintend

ent of Educational Services 

Overseas Limited (ESOL), was 

recently granted the prestig

ious International Schools 

Association (ISA) Award for 

Distinguished Service to 

International Education. This 

award is given to an outstand

ing educator who has demon

strated "the highest ideals of 

international education." 

Yusef K. Shalabi 

(BE '63) writes: "A few 

months ago I was at a lunch

eon at the home of a friend 

in Montreal, Canada. Among 

the 30 invitees, there were, 

by chance, six AUB alum

ni. They were Rafi Chitilian 

(BE '69), Tavie Najarian 

(BE '69) , Jiriair Kaipelian 

(BE '69), Vahe Kouyoumjian 

(BE '69), and Ohannes 

Hagopian (BA '67). We all 

immediately bonded and 

the conversation centered 

on AUB and our memories 

for more than 30 years. 

She also earned her mas

ter's degree at MU. After 

she retires this September, 

Parnos-Athanassiou hopes 

to visit Lebanon and AUB. 

She looks forward to walking 

along Bliss Street, having an 

ice cream sundae and a sha

warma sandwich at the old 

haunts she knew 44 years 

ago. She can be contacted at 

sandi@math . missouri. edu. 

Arpine Konyalian 
Grenier 

(BS '65, MS '67) is a gradu

ate of the Milton Avery School 

of the Arts at Bard College in 

New York. She has authored 

three volumes of poetry. Her 

work has appeared in numer

ous publications and anthol

ogies. In May, Grenier read 

from her latest volume of 

poetry Part, Part Euphrates, 

which was published by NeO 

Pepper Press, at the Poetic 

Ecologies Conference in 

Brussels. 

ogy in Massachusetts. He there (to the possible annoy- las Nicolas 
is currently a consultant and 

writes and edits books on 

environmental engineering. 

He has authored and coed

ited two environmental book 

series: Handbook of Envi

ronmental Engineering, and 

Handbook of Industrial and 

Hazardous Wastes Treat

ment. Shammas can be 

contacted at N.Shammas@ 

ShammasConsult.com or 

Nazih@N-Shammas.org. 
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ance of the other invitees). 

That is proof, if any is need

ed, of the lasting bond that 

AUB instills in its alumni. " 

Shalabi can be contacted at 

Yusef.Shalabi@otis.com 

Alexandra Parnos
Athanassiou 
(BS '64) has been a fac

ulty member in mathematics 

at the University of Missouri 

(MU) in Columbia, Missouri 

(BS '67, MD '72) is married 

to acclaimed artist Shamira 

Nicolas (www.sharimranico

las). Nicolas has been the 

attending orthopedic surgeon 

at Rochester General Hospital 

since 1977. He specializes in 

trauma and spine surgery. 

Abdallah Bin Saleh Bin 
Jum'ah 
(BA '68), president of ARAMCO 

since 1995, was recently 

named by the Financial Times 

as the most influential person 

in the field of global energy. 

The newspaper notes that 

since his appointment as 

president and chief executive 

officer of the Saudi company 

Bin Jum'ah has overseen 

more major projects in the 

processing and manufactur

ing of natural gas than any of 

his competitors. 

Rajai Khouri 
(BA '68): In December 

2007 Khouri released his 

first musical album entitled 

"Peace in the Holy Land," 

a compilation of 14 musical 

pieces. He is the founder of 

AIC Group of Consultants 

for Project Development and 

Construction, which oper

ates in the Middle East, 

the Americas, Africa, and 

Europe, Khouri is a found

ing trustee of the Peace and 

Prosperity Trust, which rais

es funds for charities through 

music, opera, and the per

forming arts. 

Riad al Khouri 
(BA '68). His e-mail address is 

ralkhouri@carnegie-mec.org. 
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Nikola Schahgaldian 
(BA '70) is currently a pri

vate policy analyst. He has 

had a wide-ranging career 

including stints as a visiting 

researcher at AUB, politi

cal scientist at the RAND 

Corporation in Santa Monica, 



California, lecturer at the 

University of Pennsylvania, 

senior political adviser to the 

president of Armenia, and 

dean of the Polit ical Science 

and International Relations 

Department at the American 

University of Armenia , 

Yerevan. Schahgaldian has 

authored numerous articles, 

reports, and books on inter

national politics, the Middle 

East, the Islamic world, and 

the former Soviet Union. 

also has served as the US 

deputy chief of mission in 

Manama, and as US consul 

general in Dubai. 

Farouk Fannoush 
(BBA '75) is general man

ager of the Meed Trading 

Company in Riyadh, Saudi 

Arabia. He has worked exten

sively throughout the Middle 

East at Shair Management 

Services, AI Ghanim Industries, 

Pepsi Cola International, and 

c l a s s 
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Hanna Hajjar 
(BE '75): Putting his degree 

in mechanical engineering to 

good use, Hajjar first worked 

in the field of HVAC {heating 

venti lating and air condition

ing), and then specialized in 

IAQ (indoor air quality). He 

invented an indoor electronic 

air cleaner with disposable 

fi lters and several products 

that remove air contami

nants, pollen, dust and dust 

mites, gases, bacteria, and 

New Jersey (UMDNJ), Robert 

Wood Johnson Medical 

School, has been named the 

chair of the Scientific Program 

Committee for the World 

Congress on Treatment and 

Research in Multiple Sclerosis 

to be held in Montreal, 

Canada in September. The 

World Congress is an inter

national forum that will bring 

together more than 3,500 

multiple sclerosis clinicians 

and researchers. 

Coca Cola. Fannoush mar- even viruses. Not content 

Joseph Evan LeBaron 
(former student , Middle East 

Studies 1 97 4-76) is the new 

US ambassador to Qatar. He 

holds a PhD in Near Eastern 

Studies from Princeton 

University and also studied at 

the University of Khartoum. 

LeBaron began his diplo

matic career in Doha in 1 980 

and was the US ambassa

dor to the Islamic Republic 

of Mauritania 2003-06. He 

What on Earth? 

ried I man Kozak in 1982. 

They have three children: a 

daughter, Dana, born in 1983, 

who now works for British 

American Tobacco in Dubai; 

and two sons, Fuad, born in 

1984, currently a senior stud

ying mechanical engineering 

at Concordia University; and 

Jamil, born in 1 993, a tenth 

grade student at the British 

School in Riyadh, Saudi 

Arabia. 

to focus solely on improving 

indoor air quality, Hajjar also 

invented the "Stem-Nozzle" 

for misting outdoor air in 

industrial and domestic set

t ings. He can be reached at 

john@cavemanart.com . 

Suhayl Dhib-Jalbut 
(BS '76, MD '80) professor 

and chair of the Department 

of Neurology, University of 

Medicine and Dentistry of 

1980s 
Maan Hamdan 
(BE '80) is the CEO of 

HRsmart, Inc., a fast-growing, 

award-winning global software 

company that he cofounded 

in 1 994. He also cofounded 

Directel, a multi-national pag

ing company that employs 

more than 500 profession

als in Brazil and Argentina. In 

addition, Hamden cofounded 

and served as chairman of the 

MainGate's fall 2005 issue featured a story on EARTH University in Costa Rica, and we think it 's time for an update on this 

remarkably progressive institution, headed by AUB Trustee Jose A. Zaglul (BS '71 , MS '73). Founded in 1990, EARTH is dedi

cated to education in the field of agricultural sciences, with a special emphasis on the rational use of natural and sustainable 

resources in the humid tropics. 

There is much good news to report: 

In December, EARTH held its 15th graduation ceremony which featured 2006 Nobel Peace Prize Laureate Muhammad 

Yunus as commencement speaker and 1987 Nobel Laureate Oscar Arias, the president of the Republic of Costa Rica. 

Whole Foods, the world 's leading natural and organic foods supermarket recently formed a partnership with EARTH 

as part of an ecologically and morally responsible buying program. EARTH will produce artisan bags made from 

banana fiber for Allegra Coffee, a subsidiary of Whole Foods Markets, and sell bananas and pineapples to Whole 

Foods stores in southeastern United States. 

In August 2007, the environmental journal Grist rated EARTH the third greenest university in the Americas. 

EARTH has made a commitment to help Costa Rica become Carbon Dioxide Emissions Neutral by 2030. 

EARTH has graduated nearly 1 ,200 professionals and has an international faculty of 44 professors from 20 countries. 

For more information on EARTH University, please visit http://www.earth.ac.cr/ing/ index.php. 
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board for CNI, an executive 

recruiting firm, and CareerNet, 

a public career board, both 

based in Florida. Maan is mar

ried to Rowayda Soujah of Ain 

Anoub, Lebanon and has four 

daughters: Reema, 21 ; Nadia, 

16; Elissar, 5; and Nayla, 3. 

He can be reached at mham

dan@hrsmart.com. 

Nabil Abou-Haidar 
(BArch '81) has been elected 

president of the AlA Phoenix 

Metro Chapter for 2008 and 

is the director of the Senior 

c la ss notes 

Green Building Rating for 

the energy efficient Gulf 

Islands Operating Center 

in British Columbia. This 

is the highest awarded 

rating by Canada's LEED 

(Leadership in Energy and 

Environment Design). Read 

more in MainGate on-line. 

Khalil can be contacted at 

randakhalil@shaw.ca. 

( More On-line ~J 

Salim Farah 
(BS '82, MS '84) is the direc

tor of Quality Assurance and 

Compliance for Apotex, a 

Canadian-based pharmaceu

tical company. Farah and his 

wife Kiyana Javier have three 

children: Fares(2003), Kealani 

(2005), and Myles (2007). 

He can be contacted at 

salim_farah28@sympatico.ca. 

Living Studio at Orcutt/ Ziad M. Husseini 
Winslow Architects in Phoenix, (BS '82, MD '86), a Penrose 

Arizona. He can be reached at Award recipient, recently 

nahaidar@cox.net. moved to Texas to become 

an associate professor 

Randa Khalil at the University of Texas 

(BE '81). Khalil's electrical Southwestern Medical 

engineering company, RFA Center in Dallas. Dr. Husseini 

Consulting, has just earned is an active member of many 

Canada's first ever Platinum medical societies, includ

ing the American Academy 

of Ophthalmology, the 

Ophthalmological Society, 

has chaired its Scientific 

Committee, and has served 

as treasurer of the Pan 

Arab African Council of 

Ophthalmology. He spe

cializes in modern cataract 

surgery and has introduced 

many new procedures 

to Lebanon. Husseini can 

be contacted at ZiadM . 

Husseini@hotmail. com. 

Lena Minassian 
(BS '82) After graduation, 

Minassian (nee Roumian) 

worked as a research assist

ant for Dr. Adel Birbari in 

the Physiology Department 

at AUBMC. She moved to 

California in 1985 and taught 

science in a private high school 

in Hollywood for three years 

before accepting a position as 

supervisor in a research lab in 

the Department of Physiology 

at the University of Southern 

California (USC) School of 

Medicine. After 1 0 years, 

Minanssian left USC, to stay 

at home with her baby. She 

later passed the California real 

estate exam and works as 

a realtor with her husband. 

They jointly operate their own 

real estate and mortgage 

company, and are the parents 

of two boys, ages 1 0 and 6. 

attitude towards life. After a 

successful career in Beirut 

in the pharmaceutical indus

try (Laboratoires UPSA) and 

the Telecom field (LibanCell), 

I moved to Paris to pursue a 

specialized master's degree 

in marketing manage

ment at ESSEC Education 

Management, a business 

school with an international 

reputation ... If you live your 

passion, success will be 

within your reach .. . when 

you finally enjoy the great 

feeling of accomplishment 

and self fu lfillment. " 

Camille Atrache 
(BE '88) is the chief operat

ing officer and owner of Tri

Phase Environmental Inc. , 

a company that provides 

total environmental remedia

tion services in Canada. The 

company's website is www. 

pcbdisposal.com. 

Tarek Houalla 
(BS '88) married Jennifer 

Berard on September 1 , 2007. 

Houalla received his MSc and 

PhD from McGill University in 

Montreal. The couple spent 

their honeymoon in Quebec 

City and plan to make their 

home in Montreal. 

American and the European Minassian can be reached at Samar Khoury 
Society of Cataract and lrminassian@yahoo.com. (BS '88) is a doctoral candi-
Refractive Surgery, and the date in environmental health 
Contact Lens Association Denise Bared at Johns Hopkins University. 
of Ophthalmologists. He (BS '87) writes: "AUB is more Khoury has worked in the envi-
has been repeatedly elected than a mere education! It's a ronmental field doing environ-
secretary of the Lebanese way of thinking , a universal mental remediation for army 
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bases, ~ut is very interested 

1n the benefits of an organ

ic food diet, a public health 

issue which is a hot topic at 

Hopkins. Her e-mail address 

is skhoury@jhsph.edu. 

Laudy Naimeh 
(MD '89). After completing 

her residency in pediatrics 

at AUBMC, Naimeh moved 

to Iowa so that her husband 

could complete his medical 

Beyond Bliss Street 
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vider that assists business

es in leveraging their digital 

media assets and provides 

enhanced user experience. 

Since 2004, he has been a 

managing partner of MNA 

training at the University of Partners, a Dubai-based mer-
Hraztan Zeitlian 
AlA, LEED (BArch '88) was 

recently appointed vice presi

dent of design at Leo A. Daly's 

Los Angeles office. He is also 

the founder of STRUERE, 

an architectural think tank. 

In 2006 and 2007 Hraztan 

received two prestigious 

American Architecture Awards 

from the Chicago Athenaeum. 

L' Area International Design 

Iowa Hospitals and Clinics 

(UIHC). After four years train

ing in pediatric endocrinology, 

Naimeh switched specializa

tions to allergy, asthma, and 

immunology. She is in private 

practice in Tulsa, Oklahoma. 

Her husband, Khalil Saliba 

(MD '87) did his residency in 

family practice at AUBMC and 

his psychiatric training at Saint 

George Hospital in Beirut 

before moving to Iowa in 1993 

to continue his training in child 

and adolescent psychia

try at UIHC. Saliba currently 

works at Laureate Psychiatry 

Hospitals and Clinics in Tulsa, 

Oklahoma. Naimeh and Saliba 

have two children: Cindy (13) 

and Michael (1 0). 

Magazine dedicated a whole 1990s 
section of its December 2007 Kamal El-Tayara 
issue to his work. Zeitlian's (BE '93), who received 

award winning entry to the his MBA from INSEAD in 

Prague National Library Fontainebleau, France, has 

Competition may be found been appointed independent 
on the www.domusweb.it director of the ROO Group's 

website, or contact him at Board of Directors. ROO 

hszeitlian@leoadaly.com. Group is a global service pro-

Zeitlian 's award winning entry to the Prague National Ubrary Competition 

I 

chant bank. Prior to estab

lishing his own firm , EI-Tayara 

was with Merrill Lynch and 

Salomon Smith Barney. In 

2003, he managed the corpo

rate finance initiatives of MBC 

Group, MENA's largest media 

company, where he was CFO 

in the set up of the al Arabiya 

News Channel. EI-Tayara also 

helped establish the Swiss 

EFG Bank in Dubai. 

Ayman Al Harakeh 
(BS '94) married Nadine 

Zantout (BA '01, MA '03) at 

Biel in Beirut on December 

22, 2007. AI Harakeh com

pleted his residency in gener

al surgery at AUBMC in 2006 

Ghina Yamout 
(BS '99, MS '02) received a 

PhD from the University of 

Florida in 2005. She spent two 

years working for Parsons on 

projects in Florida and Arizona 

including the largest wetland 

and is currently completing a 

two-year fellowship in trans

plant surgery at the Henry 

Ford Hospital in Detroit, 

Michigan. Zantout has been 

an economics instructor at 

AUB since 2004. In addition, 

for the past two years she 

has worked at the Presidency 

of the Council of Ministers as 

UNDP staff on the National 

Accounts Project. Dr. and 

Mrs. Harakeh celebrated 

their recent wedding with 

family members and many 

friends from the departments 

of Economics and General 

Surgery. 

restoration project in the world in the Florida everglades. She is 
now a water resources specialist for the city of Mesa in Arizona, 

where she is managing freshwater resources to ensure that the 

city has sustainable water resources to satisfy its current and 

future needs. Yamout is also chair of a Middle East and North 

Africa Committee that the Environmental and Water Resources 

Institute established to identify and support collaborative efforts 

between the institute's water community and the countries of 

the MENA region. 
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Samer Harb 
(BS '95, MS '97) recently mar

ried Mona Osta and moved to 

Riyadh, Saudi Arabia where he 

is operations manager for the 

Nutrition and Diet Center. He 

can be reached at mrsam66@ 

hotmail.com. 

Sawsan Z. Yamout 
(BS '97) . Last August Yamout 

began her surgical residen

cy in the Equine Surgery 

Program at the University of 

California, Davis. This three

year residency will lead to an 

American Board certification 

in large animal surgery. After 

earning her doctorate with 

class notes 

honors (DVM) in veterinary 

sciences from the University 

of Szent Istvan, Budapest, 

Hungary in 2002, she pur

sued her studies in veterinary 

sciences at the University 

of Liege, Belgium and the 

University of Guelph, Ontario. 

Yamout can be contacted at 

syamout@ucdavis.edu. 

Bilal Kaaki 
(BS '96, MD '00). On August 

1 7, 2007 Dr. Kaaki married 

Mirna Faysal (BA '02) at 

the Ritz Carlton in Laguna 

Niguel, California. The cou

ple moved to Waterloo, Iowa, 

where Kaaki will be chief 

OB/GYN at Allen Memorial 

Hospital. He can be reached 

at bilalkaa@hotmail.com. 

Maha Tannir 
(BA '97) and her husband 

Ibrahim Hout have a new 

baby girl, Tatiana. The 

happy couple has three 

other children: lssam (6), 

Celine (4), and Stephanie 

(2). Maha works in the 

Human Resources Division 

of BankMed, Lebanon and 

with his own construction 

and contracting business. 

Ahmad Himmo 
(BBA, '98) has moved to 

PricewaterhouseCoopers 

in Toronto, Canada. He is 

married to Tala Nehad and 

is the father of Mohammad 

and Janette. Himmo has an 

account on Facebook and 

can be contacted at ahma

dhimmo@hotmail.com. 

Raed Omar Sbeit 
(BE '98) . For the last seven 

years Sbeit has worked as a 

software engineer at Verizon 

Communications. He is a 

doctoral degree candidate 

in engineering manage

ment at Southern Methodist 

University (SMU), where he 

earned a master's degree in 

software engineering. He is 

active in the Islamic Center 

of Irving, Texas, the Muslim 

American Society (MAS) in 

Dallas, and the MAS Youth 

Project in North Texas. He 

and his wife Sara Khayat are 

the proud parents of Heba 

Raed Sbeit (3) and Huda 

her husband is an architect 1 Raed Sbeit (4 months). 

Kim Ghattas (BA '99) 
who has been a BBC jour

nalist since 2000, is leaving 

Beirut, "the city that made me 

a journalist." Using Beirut as 

her base, Ghattas covered 

major events in Iraq, Syria, 

Lebanon, and Saudi Arabia 

for many years, including 

the assassination of Rafik 

Hariri, the death of Saudi 

Arabia's King Fahd, and the 

July 2006 war. She began 

working as a freelance jour

nalist while still at AUB, writ

ing for the Lebanese Daily 

Star; IPS news agency; the 

LA Times; the Philadelphia 

Inquirer, Time Magazine, 

MSNBC.com; the Boston 

Globe, and the Dutch daily, 

de Volkskrant. She is mov

ing to the United States, 

where she will continue to 

work with the BBC and be 

a regular contributor to the 

Financial Times. 

RaniR.Raad 
(attended in the early 1990s) 

has been promoted to CNN 

senior vice president for 

Continental and Eastern 

Europe, the Middle East, 

and Africa. He will be based 
Darine Salam between the news network's 
(MS '06) is currently enrolled in a PhD program at the University of Cincinnati in Ohio where she regional headquarters in 
is researching how the mixing regime of water (whether the water body is stagnant or non-mixed, London and the Paris office. 
moderately mixed, or completely mixed) affects oxygen depletion and toxicity in water that has 
been impacted by a vegetable oil spill. Salam explains that in the United States, the regulations 
that govern the cleanup of oil spills also apply to animal fats and vegetable oil. As the use of .. 2.,.0._.0.._,0""'s _ ______ _ 
vegetable oil increases, so too has the risk of accidental oil spills associated with its transport, Mohammad Al-Zein 
storage, handling, and processing. Although she may stay in the United States after completing (BS '00, MS '03), who is work-
her PhD to get additional training and broaden her knowledge and experience, Salam's goal is to ing on a PhD in ecological sci-
return to Lebanon and contribute in some way to the development and reform of her country. ences, is doing fieldwork in 
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n o t e s 

Before there was the ABC Achrafieh, there was a bunker. Ziad 

Moussa (BS '92, MS '96) used that spot to turn a military 

bunker/artillery depot into an unlikely nursery for ornamental 

plants as part of the AGHRAS project in 1994. "Recycled" militia 

members-some of them having served in that very bunker

were recruited to take care of flowers after caring for artillery 

guns throughout the Lebanese civil war. It was just one of the 

"all things environment and sustainable development" projects 

he got involved in after he graduated from AUB. He played an 

active role in the leadership of Green Line, a Beirut environmental 

NGO, from 1992-2005, then moved into development consult

ing. In December 2001, he went to Djibouti to train secondary 

school teachers on how to establish school gardens. In 2003, 

Moussa and four of his AUB Environmental and Sustainable 

Development Unit (ESDU) colleagues became Certified Trainers 

in Development Management a prestigious program with 

Capacity Building International, Germany (lnWEnt). Since then 

he has worked in more than 35 countries on five continents as 

a trainer, facilitator and development management specialist. 

This year, he is leading a segment of the World Water Week 

in Sweden and the World Urban Forum in China after having 

University's John F. Kennedy 

School of Government. He 

is president of the student 

Entrepreneurship Club and 

president of the student 

branch of the American 

Society of Mechanical 

Engineers {ASME). In 2006 

Sassine was an energy 

policy and foreign pol

icy research intern at the 

American Enterprise Institute 

for Public Policy Research 

and was awarded the Shell 

Global Business Challenge 

Award. Sassine may be con

tacted at georges_sassine@ 

ksg09.harvard.edu . 

Mazen Halawi 

(BBA '07) has been promoted 

helped researchers from eight African countries develop projects to corporate sales manager 

on Water, Health and Climate Change. His latest endeavor is of the multinational company 

DMI (Development Management International, s.a.r.l-www.dmi- Ayna Corporation . He can 

consulting.net), that he is working on with Fares El Zein (BA '96, be reached at mazen@ayna-

MA '99). Contact Moussa at ziadmoussa@yahoo.com. corp.com. 

Lebanon and southwest Asia. 

He studies plants and has a 

special interest in bellflowers, 

which are ornamental plants 

thought to have evolved in the 

Mediterranean area. AI-Zein 

has coauthored a textbook 

on the environment and has 

taught environmental cours

es. He can be reached at 

malzein@yahoo.com. 

at the University of Texas at 

Austin, in the Department of 

Sociology. When I graduate in 

December 2008, I plan either 

to pursue a PhD in sociol

ogy or international relations, 

or to look into law school. 

I'm looking forward to the 

day when I'll be able to give 

back to Lebanon and AUB 

all the good it has given me." 

Amer Jwehan 

(BE '07) is a researcher at 

Barcelona Supercomputing 

Center and a PhD student at 

the Polytechnic University of 

Catalonia, Barcelona, Spain. 

Fadi Shayya 

(MUD '07) has been work

ing with UN-ESCWA (United 

Nations Economic and 

Elfakhani can be contacted at Social Division for Western 

Mazen Elfakhani mazen@mail.utexas.edu. Asia) since August 2007 as 

(attended in 2005) writes: an associate human settle-

"lt's wonderful being able Georges Sassine ments officer (a UN profes-

to connect with the AUB (BS '06) is pursuing his mas- sional staff post) on issues 

alumni. I am currently in my ter's in public policy (expect- concern ing urban govern-

senior undergraduate year ed June '09) at Harvard ance, urbanization, millenni-
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um development goals, and 

slums. Shayya prepared a 

presentation for the Expert 

Group Meeting in Kuwait 

in December 2007 on the 

importance of integrating 

the urban poor within the 

governance of cities in the 

Arab region to solve the slum 

issue. Shayya is planning 

on leaving UN-ESCWA to 

return to urban design and 

architecture before pursuing 

postgraduate study in the 

near future. 

Mohammad Diaa 
(MPH '05). Congratulations 

to Dr. Diaa on his January 

2008 wedding in Sudan! 



I 
Recently Honore 
Samih Darwazah 

(BS '54), founder and 

chairman of Hikma 

Pharmaceuticals PLC, 

Jordan was named the 

2007 Ernst and Young 

Middle East Entrepreneur 

of the Year at a gala cer

emony at Madinat Jumeirah 

in Dubai on February 23. 

Before establishing Hikma 

Pharmaceuticals Ltd . in 

1977, Darwazah worked for 

Eli Lilly for 12 years (1964-

7 6). Between 1995 and 1 996 

he was minister of energy 

and mineral resources in 

Jordan. Darwazah founded 

the Jordan Trade Association 

and was a member of the 

Advisory Economic Council 

of His Majesty the King of 

Beyond Bliss Street 
class notes 

nificant contribution to pub- I been recognized for his work 
lie health in Lebanon and developing signal processing 

the Eastern Mediterranean techniques for imaging the 
Jordan. region. The award was earth's subsurface zone. 

presented to him by Dr. 
Rafik Taleb Hubayter Margaret Chan , director-gen- Abbas Afif Chamsuddin 
(MD '55) and Fayez Jad eral of WHO and Dr. Hussein (BS '87, MD '91) . In 2007 
Suidan (MD '55) were hon- Gezairy, WHO regional Chamsuddin was named for 
ored on Lebanese Doctor director for the Eastern 

Day (December 22) for Mediterranean region . 

50 years of medical serv-

ice in an event organized 

by the Lebanese Order of 

Physicians. Hubayter, who 

joined the Lebanese Order 

of Physicians in 1957, is 

a professor at AUBMC in 

pulmonary and critical care 

medicine. Suidan is a pro

fessor at AUBMC in obstet

rics and gynecology and 

has also been a member 

of the Lebanese Order of 

Physicians since 1957. 

Nabil Kronfol 
(BS '65, MD '69) was 

awarded the World Health 

Organization's Shousha 

Award for 2007 for his sig-

Marwan Simaan 
(BS '68): The University of 

Central Florida has appoint-

ed Marwan Simaan distin

guished professor and chair 

of its Electrical Engineering 

and Computer Science 

Department. In 2000 

Simaan was elected to the 

highly prestigious National 

Academy of Engineering. 

His recent research includes 

studies ranging from the 

development of mechanical 

devices to assist the heart in 

pumping blood for patients 

waiting for transplants to the 

optimization of unmanned 

military vehicles. Simaan has 

a second time the top radi

ologist in the United States 

by the Consumers' Research 

Council of America. He is 

an associate professor and 

chief of interventional radiol

ogy at Emory Medical Center 

in Atlanta, Georgia, where 

he has been practicing since 

2004. He is especially inter

ested in treatments of portal 

hypertension; liver, head, and 

neck cancer; laser treatment 

of lower extremity venous 

insufficiency; and percuta

neous therapy of uterine 

fibroids. 

Wliy recycle? 
Plastics take up to 450 
ears to break down in a """""';.__.-

landfill. 
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In central Appalachia, Professor John G. 
Shiber (BS '58, MS '61) is making environmen
tal stewardship a new priority in an old coal 
mining region. 

I have been a professor in the Kentucky Community and Technical 

College System for some years now, teaching biological sciences in 

a region that is noted for its once booming coal mining industry. 

As I was acclimatizing to my new surroundings, I noticed that 

little academic attention was being paid to issues of environmen

tal concern at the college. So, I proposed offering environmental 

courses with a focus on community service. The idea met with some 

skepticism, but I was indulged and finally permitted to introduce 

three environmental courses: Introductory Environmental Science, 

Introductory Conservation Biology, and Human Ecology. They had 

low enrollment at first but eventually caught on . 

Human Ecology has been the most successful course because it deals with environmental issues that students in all dis

ciplines address in their everyday lives. There are now three professors teaching four sections, plus one on-line, with a total 

enrollment of about 150-200 students per semester. That is a substantial number for a college this size. 

Now all students-not just those majoring in the sciences and education-are encouraged to take the human ecology 

course. Hence, an increasing number of people in our region are becoming active stewards of their environment and eagerly 

passing on what they learn to family members and friends. 

Science majors, especially those who aspire to environmentally-oriented careers, take the more advanced introductory 

courses and frequently present papers under my sponsorship at annual meetings of the Kentucky Academy of Sciences (KAS). 

Some have even won awards from KAS for exceptional undergraduate research projects. Among the more popular student top

ics are river water quality, illegal dumping (a common occurrence in this area), and regional industrial pollution. 

Nearly all of my students participate in park and community cleanups throughout the region, as both a community service 

activity and a learning experience. Each spring two state parks invite us to help collect trash from their premises. They are fortu

nate because I usually have such a large group participating that my students manage to collect several tons at each location

not just litter, but car parts, couches, appliances, bed springs . . . you name it! We have a great record of participation, in rain 

or sunshine, and have earned respect and gratitude from activity coordinators. 

Perhaps just as importantly, I have been able to do some significant preliminary research with the help of students and com

munity members on the occurrence of certain toxic elements, such as lead and arsenic in tap water. We recently conducted a 

regional investigation of arsenic in household water emanating from private wells, which are abundant in eastern Kentucky and 

the rest of Central Appalachia, and published the results in the Dutch journal Water; Air; and Soil Pollution . This work has also 

led to my collaboration with public health researchers at the University of Kentucky concerning the implications of water arsenic 

on the health of Kentuckians. 
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passed away on January 1 , 

2008 in Fresno California. He 
was born in Aintab, Turkey 
on December 29, 1911. His 
family was forced to move 

to Syria and subsequently 
Lebanon during the Armenian 
Genocide. After he gradu
ated in 1936, he returned to 
Syria to practice medicine in 
Aleppo. In 1955 he received 
training in psychiatry at Cen
tral Islip Psychiatric Hospital 

on Long Island, New York 
before returning to Aleppo 
to start a psychiatry prac

tice. He and his wife of 58 
years moved to Fresno in 
1992, retiring after more than 
50 years of medical practice. 
He is survived by his wife 
Odette and two children, Vera 
(BA '70) and Paul (MD '83). 

Adrian Marshall (MD '42) 
passed away November 5, 

2007 at the age of 90 in 
his La Jolla, California home. 
After receiving his MD degree, 
he joined the US Army, and 

was sent to Europe during 
WWII where he served as 
a surgeon during the D-Day 

invasion. He was a founding 
member of the Academy of 
General Practice, now the 
American Academy of Fam
ily Practice. He served as 

president of the New Hamp
shire Chapter and later as 
president of the San Diego 
Academy of General Practice. 
He is survived by his daugh
ters Patricia, Pamela, Prudy, 
and Polly and wife Elizabeth 
Kuenzler Marshall , who wrote 
that her husband ran for the 

AUB track and field team 
under Coach Trabulsi, and 
won a race for AUB against 

the Egyptian army. 

George Habash (BS '47, 
MD '51) passed away on 
January 26, 2008 in Amman 
at the age of 82 . Born on 
August 22, 1926 in Lydda, 
Palestine, Habash and his 
family fled Palestine to Leba
non following the 1948 Pal

estinian nakba . In 1951 he 
received his MD degree with 
a specialty in pediatrics, and 

the following year he opened 
the Clinic of the People and 
a school for Palestinian refu
gees in Amman. In 1952 he 

founded the Arab Nationalist 
Movement with Wadi Hadd
ad, Ahmad al Khatib, and 
Hani al Hundi. Following the 
Six-Day War in 1967, Habash 

established the Popular Front 
for the Liberation of Pales
tine-a leftist and national
ist group opposed to any 
concession of Arab land to 
Israel. A militant and politi
cal activist, Habash rotated 
his activities among Syria, 

Jordan, and Lebanon where 
many members of his group 
worked closely with the Pal
estinian Liberation Organiza

tion (PLO) during 1975- 76. 

Abdul-Hamid Wain (MA 
'63) passed away at the age 
of 83 in January 2008 in the 
town of Sargodha, Pakistan. 
The Pakistani Prime Minis

ter Mohammedmian Soomro 
expressed deep sorrow over 
the death of Wain, who was 
at one point his teacher. In 
a message addressed to 
Wain 's daughter, Nudrat Nisar, 

Soomro remembers the con
tributions and commitment 
of her father to promoting 
education and social welfare 

in Pakistan. After complet
ing his degrees at AUB, Wain 
taught mathematics at Sadiq 
Public School from 1953-68. 

He later served as principal 
of Pakistan Air Force (PAF) 
College in Sargodha until 
1980. In 1981, he started the 
Progressive Public School, 
a nonprofit private school in 
Sargodha. 

Dana Gail George, former 

instructor of general educa
tion at AUB 's Faculty of Arts 
and Sciences from 1 962 to 

1965, passed away on Feb
ruary 1 2 of metastatic breast 
cancer at the Hospice Inn of 
St. Peter's Hospital in Albany, 
New York at the age of 7 4. In 

addition to contributing to arts 
and cultural events at Union 

College in Schenectady, New 
York, George cofounded 
UNITAS in 1997, a founda
tion that fosters diversity and 
community. She was mar
ried to Carl George, professor 

emeritus of biology at Union 
College. 

Many alumni and friends choose to remember loved ones, or honor their association with AUB by making a legacy gift. Giving makes a 
difference. Contact giving@aub.edu.lb to learn more. 

http:/ /give.aub.edu 
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The Office of the Vice President for Regional External Programs 
{REP) consolidates the academic and professional experience 
of the American University of Beirut ' s {AUB) faculty and staff 
to provide rigorous consulting and technical assistance services 
throughout the Middle East and North Africa . 

With a strong presence throughout the Middle East, REP is well 
positioned to solve the region's most complex development 
challenges. 

REP is a recognized leader in international consulting and 
technical assistance. It has worked to strengthen health systems 
and government ministries; expand economic opportunity 
for rural populations; and establ ish educational institutions. 
REP consultants bring years of experience in international 
consultancy complemented with local knowledge and sensitivity. 
REP provides consulting and technical assistance in: 

• Secondary, Higher and Continuing Education 
• Agriculture I Food science 
• Architecture I Engineering 
• Business Development 
• Management Consulting 
• Journalism Training 
• Medical I Health Sciences 

To learn more about how REP can satisfy 
your consulting needs please contact: 

Office of the Vice President for 
Regional External Programs 
American University of Beirut 
Bliss Street, PO Box: 11-0236 
Riad El Solh, Beirut 1107 2020 
Lebanon 

Tel : +961 -1-341145 
Fax: +961 -1-7 44468 
E-mail : rep@aub.edu.lb 

f.I\REP~i~~~~~t w PROGRAMS 

Proli.•ssional St·rviccs Provider of lhe An11·rican University or Beirut 
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President Robert Haddad (front row, fourth from right) and his wife (fifth from right) visiting alumni in Qatar, 1 994 

MainGate welcomes submissions of AUB historic photos for the magazine and the university archives. 
Contact the editors: maingate@aub.edu.lb 


